
 
Prelude      
 
Whether you're writing a scholarly work or a textbook, a tradebook like  
the history of archery or a term paper, or an article for The Atlantic, it's  
the same challenge: the quality of your writing. In a sense, the more  
obscure or technical the subject, the more important good writing becomes. 
 
This little book has four reasons to exist: to help you develop your  
reader's interest, increase their understanding and remembering.  
And...help you establish the relationship. 
 
  Interest    Understanding 
                              
 
                  
 
 
                           
  Remembering              The Relationship 
 
 
           Pay Some Attention to that Man Behind the Screen 
 
Let's take a moment on the last one. What are you doing when you write  
something to be published? No matter what you're writing, you're trying to  
communicate. Which leads to the question: What is communication?  Yes, I  
know. It's one of those meaningless questions. Meaningless because it  
has too many meanings. But whatever else it might be, communication  
means a relationship. Sure, a relationship involves face-to-face contact.  
Though with social media, even that comes into question today. Our  
concern is: How do you build a relationship in writing? That's one of  
the things we'll be doing in Tools. 
    
Interest & understanding, remembering & relationships. How important  
are these things for your writing? If you're doing a scholarly work or a  
textbook, it's crucial that the reader understands. You hope they'll 
remember, but that's probably not a main concern, is it? Really. 
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You may not think much about interest or the relationship. But they  
can make a big difference, even with more "serious" material: Would  
you rather have someone reading your work and thinking: "Do I have 
to wade through this...?" Or: "Hmm. This is really interesting." But 
more than that: It can make a difference in how a person "receives"  
the material–how they accept it...or if they accept it at all.  

Are you really sure what business you're in? 
      Are you building walls...or windows? 

To paraphrase translator Edith Grossman: How do your thoughts 
leave the page, and find their place in the reader's consciousness? 
How does your voice resonate in the mind's ear? These are the 
things we'll be exploring. 

            Your Writing & Your Self: One Voice or Two? 

       How different is your writing from yourself?    

With all your writing, you need to decide how you want to say it: 
how formal, how personal, how conversational you want to be.  
But in order to do that, you need to be aware of how you write,  
and what effect your style of writing has on your readers. 

Do you want the reader to see you as the fount of all knowledge?  
Omnipotent? Are you sharing information? Suggesting and exploring  
new ideas? Are you going on the journey together? Is there any sense 
of wonder here? Or is your message––your subtext: "Don't think. Just  
follow orders." Are you sure you're inviting your readers into a gold  
mine...and not a salt mine? Have you ever even considered a question 
like:  



 

     What kind of person do you want your reader to think of you as? 

Everyone has a writing style. Everyone. Whether they're aware of it  
or not. Do you know, for instance, what kinds of emphasizers you rely 
on? How often you use questions, and what kind of questions when  
you do? How many metaphors you've used in the most recent piece  
you've written? Do you even think of yourself as having a style of  
writing? And what does style mean, anyway? 

      Style & Substance 

Style and Substance...Form and Content. Where does one end and 
the other begin? In a sense, it's another meaningless question. In the  
sense that you really can't separate them. Neuroscience tells us  
there's no real separation between the mental & the physical, the  
mind & the body. They both come from a common core. 

It's similar in writing. Take the well-known image of 
figure & ground. While it's true that you can't see  
both the two faces and the vase at the same time–– 
you need a slight shift of perception––it's just as  
true (perhaps more so) that you can't have one  
without the other. 

             Homo Digitalis 

What do you call a tradition when it first begins? A revolution: a rebellion  
against the existing order; whether in science or religion, geography  
or gastronomy. Or if there was nothing there to start with, the way it  
was with language, you have to create it all...from scratch. In the  
beginning, there were no grammar rules. None at all. Language  
conventions (I'm not talking about the MLA) evolve slowly...very  
slowly; due in part to the experts––self-appointed & otherwise––who 
have taken on the role of gate-keepers.  



 
As writing becomes more and more electronic, we need to factor in  
the ways digital formats influence people's reading habits; especially  
those of digital natives. Which includes most college-age students.  
These formats include, among other things, the grab-&-go reading  
habits of website viewers. 
  
They include texting, email, & e-books. And make themselves felt in  
such things as: punctuation, emoticons, & the length of paragraphs  
and sentences. Even the kinds of sentences we use. For example, the  
greater use of sentence fragments ("Really?" "Well, not always. But  
most of the time"), and the thousand other subtle sonorities of speaking.  

 
Question: Have you ever wondered how far the language of websites  
and digital communication in general is––from the language of scientific  
papers? It's probably as far as this is: 
   
  Drihten me raet, ne byth me nanes godes wan. 
  And he me geset on swythe good feohland 
  And fedde me be waetera stathum  
   (Anglo-Saxon translation. c. 800) 
from this: 
  The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. 
  He maketh me to lie down in green pastures 
  he leadeth me beside still waters. 
           (King James c.1610) 
 
Both are copies of 23rd Psalm. True, it took 800 years to get from one  
to the other. But then things change a bit slower when you don't have  
paper or printing. Or electricity.  
 
The point of all this: things are changing. Even in such frozen-in-time  
areas as punctuation and grammar. As a writer, you need to be aware  
of these changes: to understand the reason behind them...whether  
you decide to use them or not. 
 
Like all museums, the museum we call the English language contains  
ancient things, based on ancient understandings that go back to a  
time before what we’ve learned about the universe, and about  
ourselves, in the last 800 years. 



 
Think of grammar––not as something from on high––but as an  
attempt to describe the behavior of that unruly rebellious animal  
we call English. 
 
Societies change much faster than their language. Which leaves us  
looking out at the world with the dead eyes of the past. If you don't  
think so, take a sentence like: "I'm looking at you." What could simpler,  
clearer, closer to reality? Except that the physics of it is all wrong.  
What's really happening is the light rays are traveling from you to  
me; not me to you; something the Arab scientist Al-Hazen actually  
discovered back in the 11th century. 
    
Some people, in their writing, haven't come very far from stone tablets.  
They forget that the only things written on stone today––is epitaphs. 

    -----------------------   
The first step is to decide who you're writing for. There are a hundred  
answers to the question. And behind each answer lies another question.  
 
Part One is an hors d'oeuvre; an introduction to the reader: that elusive,  
catch-me-if-you-can, I-refuse-to-be-pigeonholed...reader. Though I  
confess at the start, you never get single answers to complex  
questions. And the reader, as we're about to see, can be a  
very...a complex...a question... 
 



PART I: AUDIENCE, AUDIENCE, & ABOVE ALL...... 
        PART I  AUDIENCE, AUDIENCE, & ABOVE ALL...  
 
Are you a professor writing a textbook for students? If so, are they  
graduates or undergraduates? As we'll see, it can make a big  
difference. Are you a student writing for a professor? In some ways,  
it's the other end of the telescope. Are you writing a tradebook–– 
something popular––for that mythical general audience? Or an article on  
spec for The Atlantic? You still have to make assumptions about  
what your readers know and don't know; what they like and don’t 
like; what they believe and don’t believe. 
 
    1.1  WHAT ARE SOME DIFFERENT KINDS OF AUDIENCES? 
 

                
 
           
Let's admit it right off––that categories leak. Still, they're one of the  
ways we organize reality; we need to use them. Here are some  
kinds of audiences: 
• Academic specialists 
• Scholars from other fields 
• Students: both graduate & undergraduates 
• Practitioners 
• The general reader  
 

The general reader, of course, is m-u-c-h too broad. What feels good to a  
16-year-old...may not feel good to a 60-year-old. And that's just a first cut. 
 
There's always more than one audience for a book. Let's say 
you're writing a book for a general reader, on a history of Venice. 
Before it ever gets to that reader, the manuscript has to go 
through: (1) an Acquisitions Editor; (2) a manuscript reviewer––
normally a scholar who's probably an historian; (3) and hopefully, 
several book reviewers, who may come from a variety of 
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backgrounds, depending on the genre. For instance, if the book 
stresses the literary role of the city,  the manuscript might go to a 
literature professor or a novelist. 
 
So we already have three audiences before it even hits the booksellers.  
How do those audiences differ? Let's at least pin the question to the  
corkboard as we go on. 
 
Businesses, including publishing houses, have several ways of 
cutting up a market. One of the most common is by generations, 
such as: Baby Boomers, Generation-X, and Millennials. 
Millennials are characterized as: people born in the '80's; tend to 
be highly-educated; find it difficult to find satisfying jobs because 
of the economic downturn; delay buying homes; will go where 
the job is. For that reason, they tend to be transients; digital 
natives. 
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            1.2  WRITING AND GENDER  
 
Another case-in-point: A recent NPR program noted that the majority  
of books men read––are written by men. The majority of books women  
read, by women (Here & Now 3/18/15). 
 
What elements in writing tend more towards men or women? To be sure,  
certain genres lean toward one sex or the other: War and adventure toward  
men. Family and social relations toward women. But beyond the obvious,  
it’s worth being aware of any "genderisms" that creep into our writing–if we  
want to be read by both sexes. Genderisms and the more-to-the-point term 
sexism; something that’s been rife in a lot of post-WWII American writing. 
Quite apart from the he/she business, that we'll deal with later on. 
 
Here’s one I caught myself doing in a recent book ms. of mine. The 
setting: part of a dialog in the Garden of Eden between Adam & the  
narrator. Here’s the before and after: 
 
 
When you're dealing with pie-in-the-sky, the one thing you've got to be  

the most careful about––is apples. I mean: look what they did to Adam: 
 
Narrator:  How do you like them apples, Adam?  
Adam: They’re the only apples I’ve ever seen. But I’ve heard they  
                         also have cantaloupes in the Garden. Is it true? 
Narrator: It must be. They’re around today. And things don’t change.  
   They DON’T CHANGE. Forgive me, I don’t want to use the  
   E word. You’ll accuse me of being a science nut. 
Adam:  What’s the E word? 
Narrator: Evolve. Don’t you know the word evolve? 
Adam:  No, that’s long after my time. 
Narrator:   Your time? When was your time? 
Adam:  I guess my time ended when they threw me out of the Garden.  
Narrator: We were talking about cantaloupes. 
Adam:  Yes. Well, I’ve heard there are cantaloupes in the Garden. 
Narrator: They’re much worse. 
Adam:  How come? 
Narrator: Look: If you couldn’t resist an Eve with apples, how do                  
   you expect to resist an Eve with cantaloupes? 
Adam:  Would I know the difference? 
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Narrator: Sure. You simply put them into two categories. Classify  
  them. Like male and female. Dangerous and friendly.  
  Edible and inedible. 
 
Rereading it, it suddenly struck me that this thing was sexist; that it  
could really offend some women. And since I do think of myself as  
a supporter of women’s rights, I decided to rewrite it:    
 
Narrator:  How do you like them apples, Adam?  
Adam: They’re the only apples I’ve ever seen. But I’ve heard  
 there are other fruits in the Garden. Is it true? 
Narrator: Like what? 
Adam: I don’t know. Persimmons? 
Narrator: Too Chinese. 
Adam: Macintosh? 
Narrator: Too Irish. Actually, it’s Scottish. And they’re still apples. 
Adam:  Kiwis? 
Narrator: For the birds. 
Adam: Passion fruit? 
Narrator: Careful! 
Adam: Rutabaga? 
Narrator: That’s a vegetable. 
Adam:  Would I know the difference? 
Narrator: Of course. You simply put them into two categories.  
   Classify them. Like male and female. Dangerous and      
  friendly. Edible and inedible.  
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           1.3  THE HIDDEN AUDIENCE  
 
They’re always there. And sometimes almost impossible to spot.  
A few examples? Sure. 
 
I was writing a book review for a journal on technical communication, 
& decided to add a few stylistic flourishes; reasoning that our 
audience was composed of writers who might enjoy some word 
play et al. The book review editor pointed out, however, that our 
readership is international, so we needed to be sure those stylistic 
flourishes were understandable to nonnative speakers. I hadn’t  
considered second-language readers. 
 
Here’s another: I was editing a book whose chapters were written  
by 7-8 contributors, who had fallen behind the deadline. I was   
trying to decide on a way to get the project moving faster, without 
offending the main author. And then it hit me. I wrote: "Please  
try to shepherd your flock along." I suddenly remembered that  
the professor taught at a Christian college! 
  ------------------ 
 
Get feedback from people you want to reach; eg, college students,  
retirees; women; different ethnic backgrounds & religions; people  
in their 20s 30s, 40, 50s & up; different generations 60s, millennials,  
etc. IT companies have a separate little box for everyone––if you  
want to dip into that murky pool. 
 
It's always worth asking yourself: "Who is my hidden audience?" 
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              1.4  GENRES 
 
In today's huge outpouring of writing, on paper and plasma, some  
genres coalesce & dissolve, and reappear in different forms. Instead  
of three different audiences–for mysteries, vampire novels, and young  
adult fiction–you have young adult vampire mysteries.  
 
Nonfiction hasn't reached that point: some genres haven't changed their  
formats in 3000 years (sacred books and scholarly articles). Still, there  
are genres and subgenres you wouldn’t ordinarily think of: some                                        
subgenres of history, eg, like histories of commodities (say, gold or  
cotton), or manufactured goods, like iron or paper. 
 
With the intermingling of media, the line between fiction and nonfiction  
begins to disappear, as you can see in books like Sophie's World,  
that the author describes as a novel about the  
history of philosophy. To borrow a line from   
one of Cole Porter's best: Anything Goes.    
  
As well, more and more journalists have become specialists; writing books  
for the general reader. While deep in their secret hearts, more & more  
scholars yearn to escape the academic birdcage, spread their wings, 
and soar out into the wider world. One of the keys to wherever you're  
headed–is good writing. 
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         1.5 POINT-OF-VIEW (P-O-V) & ASSUMPTIONS      
  
You may be writing for more than one kind of audience–a primary,  
a secondary, perhaps a third; without even being aware of it. How  
do you speak to all of them? 
 
It's hard. But you really need to understand the reader's point-of-view– 
assuming you know what that P-O-V is. And keep it in focus when you're  
writing. Because it determines more writing decisions than we realize.  
Things like: 
 
• What are you assuming the reader knows?  
 
• Are you sure they understand a particular word? Should you define it,  
  or are you insulting them by defining something they already know?  
 
• How much do they need to know about a topic?  
 
• Am I feeding them too much information at one time?   
 
• If a concept is really complex, should I include in more redundancy  
  (such as examples, visuals, or paraphrase)?  
 
• What are the things you want them to remember most? 
 
• What's the reader interested in? Why are they reading your work  
   in the first place? 
 
• Here's one to think about: "What do you want the reader to do–– 
  literally & figuratively, physically or mentally? Your answer might 
  help shape the direction of the work. 
 
The list goes on. But it all boils down to the same question: 

      How Do We Get into Other People's Heads?   
            
   -------------------------------------  
 
 
Understanding the reader's point-of-view is one of the keys to  
successful writing. And to successful communication in general. 
  
     
An example: I was working with a professor who's also a screenwriter.  
The primary audience for the book was the students in his screenwriting  
class; it was a textbook. The secondary audience, or market, was as  
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a trade book. He included what to me was a famous quote from a  
former president––Calvin Coolidge: “The business of America is  
business.” My comment was: “It’s too well-known. Delete it.” 
 
His reply: “I doubt if any of my students know the quote or even the  
name Coolidge.” I’m sure he was right. My point: I was thinking of  
the tradebook reader; he was thinking about the student audience  
(the primary audience). He left the quote in. 
 
Another case. One author introduced a quote this way (I've  
paraphrased the actual quote, to make it a bit more palatable): 
 
 “As the Nobel Prize winner French writer and  
 philosopher Henri Bergson wrote: ‘Action on the  
 move creates its own direction, its own sometimes  
 uncharted route, and for that reason, may be very  
 unpredictable." 
 
Here the writer uses four different ways to describe Bergson. How  
many you use—depends on the audience: how much you assume  
the reader already knows about the man. With a sophisticated  
reader, you might simply write: "As Bergson once said..." 
 
Or take this one: 
  
 As he sits in his prison cell, former Egyptian President  
 Mohammad Morsi cannot help but thinking: "We waited so  
 long. Did I try to change things too quickly? Perhaps there  
 is room for other voices–other visions–apart from the Brotherhood." 
 
In 2013, the name Morsi was on everyone's lips: a leader of the 
Egyptian Moslem Brotherhood, who was deposed by the army 
and imprisoned. In a few years, his name will be close to gone from  
the media. Thus the need to remind the reader who he was.    
 
           •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
 
If you're writing a textbook for college-age students (18-22), you  
need to remember they're digital natives. Rather than a list of other  
written sources they can refer to for a concept, they'll expect a link  
to a website.  
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And they're used to getting information in small chunks. This translates  
as: keep your paragraphs shorter than you might for an older, print- 
oriented, literary, or scholarly audience. 
 
If you're not sure the reader understands the material––especially some  
important material––give them the benefit of the doubt. Circle back to it. 
   -------------------------- 
When it comes down to it, are there any true stories? In the physics  
sense, the answer is no: in the sense that anything written down is  
an exact reproduction of the original. Even a photograph depends  
on a camera angle and POV. 
 
How much more so with artifacts like words & memories. Consider  
just a few variables: age & generation; language; nationality; &  
belief (political, social, religious, & points east). Change just one... 
and the Truth changes. It’s hard to keep values out of your writing.  
Perhaps the best we can do, as an Economist article suggested, 
is to write a sympathetic, or at least fairly researched look at the  
other side.” 
 
Even if you’ve seen it before, check out a copy of the Japanese  
film Rashamon: the story of a murder, told from 4,5,6––I don’t recall  
how many different––points of view. That should help heighten your  
sensitivity to the technique. 
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              1.6  DROWNING IN DETAILS  
 
       Don't confuse the sand with the stars;  
         the microbes with the Milky Way.   
The degree of details–also depends on the reader. How detailed should  
the information be if you're doing a tradebook? Or if you're writing a  
textbook for students? Even in the second case, the answer depends  
on the topic. With quantitative topics, details can be crucial. With more  
qualitative subjects, they might get in the way; even make the information  
harder to remember. 
 
Take the following, from a textbook on using film to do ethnographic  
studies; in this case, a study of Latinos in Idaho. Notice that the rewrite  
rounds off the first big number and subordinates the second one (by  
putting it in parentheses): 
 
 Original: The population of Idaho in 2012 was 1,595,728. Of those,  
    11.6% (185,104) are Latinos, mostly of Mexican heritage  
    (U.S. Census, 2012). 
 
Rewrite: The population of Idaho in 2012 was around 1.6 million.  
  Of these, just under 12% (185,000) were Latinos, mostly  
  of Mexican heritage (U.S. Census, 2012). 
 
My comment to the authors: This isn't a scholarly study. There's  
no need for such fine detail; it just slows the reader down–actually  
makes things harder to remember. Better to round off the numbers. 
        
We could say the same about the following two examples, from a  
textbook manuscript on communication, and the role that narratives  
or stories play in the process: 
 
 You know, everybody is ignorant,” Will Rogers remarked,  
   in The New York Times in 1924, “only on different subjects.” 
 
...the NY Times in 1924...adds nothing to the topic; in the same  
way as citing the poet's dates, below: 
 
 Giving advice on the writing of poetry, the Japanese  
   haiku poet Matsuo Basho  , who lived from 1644 to 
   1694, asked this question: “Is there any good in  
   stating everything?" 
 
    ---> ...the Japanese haiku master Basho asked... 
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Another case study was a book on evolutionary psychology. The  
authors were doing a textbook (primary audience: students). In addition,  
they felt it would appeal to specialists in the field (secondary audience).  
But also to a more general academic reader (a third audience). After  
reading through the material and discussing it with the authors, we all  
agreed it might make a successful tradebook as well (a fourth audience:  
the mythical public). Could all four be accommodated in one book?  
That was the challenge. 
 
After putting the project under the microscope–examining all the  
differences that come into play with the different audiences–we  
decided the same book could work for audience 1, 2, & 3. But  
a tradebook was a different animal: It simply couldn't include all  
the details the other book demanded. And the textbook did not  
allow for enough stylistic touches that make a tradebook glow. 
    
A coda: "There's a great deal of cognitive science indicating 
that the more evidence you bring to an argument, the more  
entrenched your opponents will become. ( NY Times Book  
Review 10/13/14 .p.11) 
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        1.7  WRITING BENEATH THE SKIN 
 
In the end, we're all writing to the same audience: another human being.  
The fact that that audience has a thousand faces–doesn't change the  
fact they're all human beings; all hard-wired with the same sensitivities  
and emotions. We may–or may try–to lay those sensitivities aside when  
we write a scholarly treatise....or a business report. But they're still there,  
beneath the surface, waiting impatiently...sometimes angrily...to be  
acknowledged. 
   --------------------------- 
One of the keys to good writing–is to involve your audience: to make 
them a more active reader. But how do you pull that one off? This is  
one of the things our book is about. It's partly a matter of Style: 
 
Some Important Concepts from Part I  
 
Active Reader 
Assumptions 
Genderism 
Genres 
Genrizing 
Point-of-View 
Rounding Off 
Tradebook 
 



                   PART II  STYLE IS SUBSTANCE    
 
                  We swim in language like fish in the sea. Unknowingly 
 

Tools of the Trade is designed for anyone who wants to be a better writer.  
Anyone. That includes: students & scholars, authors of textbooks and  
tradebooks–especially nonfiction–and all who have the need...or the urge... 
to write. That need also comes with the bug, the curse, & the itch. 
 
If you're writing a textbook, remember that a textbook is not a research  
article or a scholarly work. You're writing for students; more often than  
not––undergraduates. One of the most important questions to ask yourself  
if you're writing a textbook is:   
  
            How can I make it easier for the reader?  
 
Easier–in this case–means two things: 
 
     Easier to understand. And easier to remember 
 
Ah, but how? There are a hundred answers to the question. And the  
purpose of this little book is to provide as many options as possible.  
Or at least, as many as you need. 
 
In one sense, the secret of good communication is simple: If you want  
to communicate with people, you've got to speak to them. If you want  
people to be interested in what you're saying, you have to speak to  
them. If you want them to better understand what you're saying, you  
have to speak to them. The way to do this is to capture the subtleties  
of speaking–in your writing. In Tools of the Trade, I've suggested a  
Grand Central Stationfull of ways to do this: how to speak to people– 
in writing. It also includes some keys to good writing–no matter who or  
what you're writing for.   
 
The final goal, and one very few of us reach, is for the reader to feel  
you're right there beside them...talking to them. That–is the ultimate  
test of communication; and perhaps the most lasting way to learn. 
   ---------------------------------------- 
 



Another major theme is best illustrated by a comment from a friend who's  
a corporate anthropologist–someone who analyzes the behavior of the  
snarling natives in the office, rather than the smiling natives in the bush.  
He starts with the premise that: 
          Miscommunication is not the exception. It’s the rule... 

If we could really–really–take that message to heart, probably half the  
problems of the world would be solved. On a more down-to-earth note,  
we could then build features into our writing, that reduce miscommunication.  
We're talking here about redundancy: additional ways of presenting  
your information, such as examples, paraphrasing, emphasizers,  
and so forth; strategies I'll be discussing throughout the book.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   2.1 USE CONVERSATIONAL LANGUAGE 
 
 Reading is a conversation...Lunatics engage in imaginary  
 dialogs that they hear echoing somewhere in their minds;  
 readers engage in similar dialogues provoked silently by  
 the words on the page. 
      (Writer Alberto Manguel) 
  
As a rule, try to use language that's more conversational: If it sounds  
funny or awkward in speech, consider avoiding it in writing. If you'd  
never use it in speaking, avoid it in writing. If you're not sure, have  
someone read it aloud to you, and hear how it sounds. If it sounds  
unnatural...avoid it in writing. I’m not talking about the ums and ahs,  
the "I means" and "you knows," or street slang we hear. But rather a  
more polished conversational style.  
 
Do you really know what kind of language you use when you speak? Or  
when you write? If you're doing a textbook, for example, the writing needs  
to be a fine line between everyday language and a lay person's  
version of "academic style." 
 
Two things we use much more in speaking are––the active voice  
and contractions:    
    
 
ACTIVES & PASSIVES 
 
BOF: Time & Tense [II.9]. Sense Verbs [III.1]. Verbs/Verb It [III.7]. The Death of        
          Grammar [III.8]. Something Old, Something New [V.4]   
Generally–not always–use ACTIVE instead of PASSIVE voice. It's  
closer to the way we normally speak; & as a result is more user-friendly.  
In general, verbs—especially active verbs––are more dynamic and  
interesting than non-verbal phrases. They lighten up “heavy”  
information, & make it more easily digestible, as you can see in this  
chemistry lab manual: 
   
Original: Organic chemistry laboratory is studied on the basis of                         
              quantitative aspects.                                                                                                                                        
 
Rewrite: Organic chemistry laboratory stresses quantitative techniques. 
 
   --------------------------- 
 



There are exceptions. For example, when you want to emphasize  
something, or help the reader remember, move it to the end of the  
sentence & put it in the passive: 
  
Original: Number 15–Joe Collins–made the touchdown. 
 
Rewrite: The touchdown was made by Number 15–Joe Collins. 
 
You can almost feel the announcer jumping out of his seat, with this one. 
 
The following is from a longer passage appearing in a later chapter,  
and deals with a huge corruption scandal in Venice, that involved  
not only the former mayor, but the clergy as well. The most shocking  
thing was that it also touched the religious authorities: 
 
 Now Orsoni is no longer mayor but under arrest for  
 accepting illegal election funding, and the former  
 president of the Consorzio is also under arrest. A  
 system of corruption and clientage so pervasive that  
 it reached even into the Patriarchate of Venice has  
 been uncovered.  
 
 ---> A system of corruption and clientage has been  
        uncovered, that is so pervasive, it reached even  
        into the Patriarchate of Venice. 
  
Or the next one, that combines the end-of-sentence emphasis with  
a vivid metaphor. Before we start throwing lots of examples at you,  
please remember: throughout the book, brackets around the  
material indicate that it's background information and not part  
of the example itself: 
  
 [Not only did Chinese history not end with the fall of Nanjing,  
 but in many ways the war helped to create modern China.]  
 It was the anvil on which the new nation was forged. 
 
The passive can also help with correcting writing problems, such as  
this description of a panel on a Romanesque church in France. The  
problem here is that the verb is too f-a-r from its subject (S<--->V): 
 
Original:  [The figures over the entranceway are Mary, St. Peter  
   (with his huge key to the church) and the hermit Dadon.]   
   A bishop, probably Bégon of Conques, who leads the old  
   and ailing Charlemagne by the hand, follows them. 



Rewrite: The figures over the entranceway are Mary, St. Peter (with  
   his huge key to the church), and the hermit Dadon. He is  
   followed by a bishop, probably Bégon of Conques, who  
   leads the old and ailing Charlemagne by the hand. 
  
CONTRACTIONS 
 
Use contractions now and then, to make your sentence flow more  
smoothly. They're the way people normally speak. Try reading aloud  
a paragraph of almost anything––without using contractions; you won't  
get very far. Or better yet. Have someone else do it. Listen carefully  
to how it sounds. And you'll realize they're as much a part of language  
as sand is of the desert.  
 
Contractions can also improve the rhythm or emphasis of a sentence.  
In this one: “I'm sure they'd be willing to accept it,” pronouncing each  
word separately––breaks the rhythm: “I am sure they would be willing  
to accept it.” People just don't speak like this. Have someone read it  
out loud and see how goofy it sounds to you. 
  
Even the Wall Street Journal's editorial policy is to require contractions  
of negative words, with certain others optional. 
  
I realize this is a hard sell––it goes against the grain for many people.  
To strengthen our case, look at this short dialog; then, have two people  
take Don and Bill's words, turn them into full sentences, and read them  
aloud while you listen. Try it. Really. You'll be surprised: 
 
 Don: Going golfing today? 
 Bill:   No. 
 Don: Why not? 
 Bill:   Gonna' rain. 
 Don: Is Bill? 
 Bill:   He isn’t either. 
 Don: How come? 
 Bill:   His bad wrist. 
 
It would come out: 
 
 Don: Are you going golfing today? 
 Bill:   No. I am not going golfing today. 
 Don: Why are you not going golfing today? 
 Bill:   It is going to rain. 



 Don: Is Frank going golfing today? 
 Bill:   No, he is not going golfing today either. 
 Don: How come he is not going golfing today? 
 Bill:   He has a bad wrist. 
 
How would you react if you heard people talking like this?  
I wouldn't want to stand too close to them.  
 
The first dialog above contains another very common element in  
speech: sentence fragments, which, when properly used, can add  
a nice touch to your writing. We'll look at them in Part V, on Sentences. 
 
Now try this one, from a textbook. There's a big difference between the  
feel of we–and the contractions we've used with it. Changes, of course,  
lead to other changes that you'll see in the rewrite. As always, read the  
original through first. If you want to get a true feel for it, read it aloud.  
Then try the rewrite. It's a bit long. But it pays off. If you want to be a 
bit technical, the difference is also in the tense. Simple tense in the  
first (We provide), & mostly future tense in the second (We'll provide): 
 
Original: In this chapter, we provide a basic overview of research on  
  the significance of short-term fluctuations in testosterone.   
  We first provide an outline of the neuroendocrine system;  
  describing different types of hormones and how they affect  
  physiology and behavior. Next, we review a growing body  
  of literature on the critical role of social environment in  
  modulating testosterone build-ups. Finally, we discuss the  
  role of acute fluctuations in testosterone in competitive,  
  aggressive, risk-taking, and mate-seeking behavior. In this  
  chapter, we take a comparative approach; drawing on both  
  the human and non-human studies... 
 
Rewrite: This chapter gives you a basic overview of research on  
  short-term fluctuations in testosterone. First, we'll look at  
  the neuroendocrine system; describing different types of   
  hormones and how they affect physiology and behavior.  
  Then, we'll review a growing body of literature on the critical   
  role of social environment in modulating testosterone build-ups.  
  Finally, we'll discuss an emerging literature examining the role  
  of acute fluctuations in testosterone in competitive, aggressive,  
  risk-taking, and mate-seeking behavior. We've taken a  
  comparative approach in the chapter; drawing on both the  
  human and non-human studies... 



  
The rewrite is not what you'd call cozy–it's not supposed to be. But  
you do get more of the feeling there's someone human behind  
the screen, who's talking to you. Another point here: The original  
was the opening paragraph of the chapter–an opener. As we'll see  
later on, you really want to make your openers a bit more inviting. After  
all, you don't want people to decline your invitation, do you?           
   -------------------------- 
For those who've crossed the digital divide, contractions come with  
the territory. When revising a message on the iPhone, you simply 
place the cursor between what you want corrected––like I and would–– 
and you get I'd as an option. They are gives you they're, and so forth.  
These forms are becoming more and more a part of people's writing habits. 
   ---------------------------- 
 
It almost feels like we put on a different hat when we write and  
when we speak. 
 
A recent edition of the NY Times Book Review–devoted 9 pages to  
reviewing audio books; an indication that the platform is in demand:  
both for fiction & nonfiction. What does this say about listeners'  
language sensibilities? My take is that people prefer to listen to  
language written in "the common tongue." We can extend this to  
reading; especially if you consider that we subvocalize when we  
read: we're often pronouncing the words silently. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2.2 SENSITIVITY AND EMOTIONS: ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING 
 
                Like everything else, the Greeks had a word  
                 for it. They called it pathos 
 
BOF: It's People, Stupid [VIII.6] 
 
How important are emotions in our life? A foolish question? Of course.  
Admit it or not, emotions drive most things we do. Then why denature  
your writing–by draining it of all emotions? When you write, consider  
the emotional weight of your words. 
 
Here's a quote on emotions–from neuroscientist Carroll Izard: 
 
 It is hard to overestimate the importance of emotions.  
 They draw our attention, enhance our memory, and  
 guide our every deliberate action. It has been argued  
 that we are always in the throes  of some affect or other   
 (some emotional pull); however mild it may be. 
 
Read the piece below: the original and the rewrite. And notice how  
changing just a few words––and adding a specific writing technique–– 
breathes more life into the passage. Even giving it a slight dramatic  
touch. It's from a history-of-art manuscript: 
 
Original: [The German archaeologist, Ernest Curtius, began to dig in  
  the exact spot indicated by the 2nd Century traveler Pausanias.]  
  In an area adjacent to the Temple of Hera, he found the Hermes- 
              and-Baby-Dionysus statue under a thick layer of clay that had  
  been there for two millennia. 
 
Rewrite: In an area close to the Temple of Hera, he found the Hermes- 
              and-Baby-Dionysus statue. It had been waiting there under  
  a thick layer of cla––for two thousand years. (The technique:  
  Personification, that we'll look at in Part VIII). 
 
Additionally: Two thousand years has a  greater impact than two 
millennia, which sounds, well...kind of academic. 
 
The next example comes from a later chapter, on long sentences. The  
first draft of the line is, ho-hum, alright. The second one grabs you &  
draws you in. Why? It's about life...about things that matter most to  
people. And those people include...your readers. Compare the two: 
 



Original: The classical example is an 87-word sentence from Irwin  
   Shaw's short story "The 80-Yard Run," describing a football  
    player running the ball back for a touchdown. 
 
Rewrite: The classical example is an 87-word sentence from Irwin Shaw's  
   short story "The 80-Yard Run," describing a man's recollection–– 
      from the distant past––of the most memorable moment in his life. 
 
SENSITIVITY        

     The longest journey is from the head to the heart.  
      The return trip is much shorter 
 
Connect with the heart, and the head will follow. Ah, but how?  
There's the rub-a-dub-dub. There are more ways than we think,  
and we'll be looking at them throughout the book.  
 
And the phrase applies to more kinds of writing than we think.  
Whether you're writing about finance or philosophy, histology or  
history, you're still writing for people: to persuade them, to have  
them accept your thesis or your point-of-view (or at least consider  
it more favorably). Or simply to make your writing more interesting  
and enjoyable.  
 
Whenever you're dealing with a sensitive topic––personal or otherwise––be  
"softer" in your choice of  words and how you string them together. Above  
all, avoid the clinical, impersonal phrases found in academic writing.  
We're not suggesting you gush. But a little gentleness makes a delicate  
topic more believable. It's one of the ways of building bridges to the reader. 
 
I remember reading a scholarly book on, of all things, a history of  
Indian famines. The one thing I remember from it––was the author's  
line: "One of the more interesting Indian famines was..." Come on. 
 
Here's a paragraph from a manuscript on bilingual education. Some  
dramatic stuff here. And the author has some good lines. But she  
loses the chance to make the material really glow. Read the two  
versions (I've  boldfaced some of the deadwood). Read the original  
first. Stop a moment at the end. And...try...to get...the feel of it.  



Really! Then: read the rewrite, that uses a lot of the techniques  
we'll be studying. It's a long piece. But stay with it. It's worth the ride: 
 
Original: A greater opportunity that called students to be engaged in deep  
  listening took place when an undergraduate student, Saul Moreno,   
  visited the class during the first week of data collecting. Neither Saul nor  

 the students knew that they would engage in an informal discussion. After  
Dr. Williams introduced Saul, she asked him to share some facts about his life.  

         He said that he was a full-time student during the academic year, but  
 a field worker during the summer. He added that he began working in the   
 fields at the age of 13 and often worked an 18-hour day. At this point  
 everyone became silent. Students were clearly engaged. They were   
 deeply listening to his life story.  
          Saul Moreno recounted how he was currently the youngest of the   
 crew; the oldest worker being a 73-year-old man: He said, “Sometimes the   
 old man falls but he gets back up. The workers don’t want to rest, simply   
 because they can’t afford to lose the money; it's all they have.” Listening                                                      
 to the story told by Saul suddenly gave real weight to a discussion  
 that up to that point had been based mostly on historical readings  
 (factual, but still distant from everyday life).  
 
Rewrite: A greater opportunity to draw students in more deeply–opened up  
 when an undergraduate student, Saul Moreno, visited the class during  
 the first  week of collecting data. Neither Saul nor the other students  
 knew they'd be having an informal discussion. After Dr. Williams introduced  
 Saul, she asked him to share a few things about his life.  
        As he explained: "During the academic year, I'm a full-time student. In  
 the summer, I work as a field hand. I actually began working in the fields at 13.  
 And often worked 18 hours a day. I was probably the youngest one there.  
        "The oldest worker is about...73. The old man often stumbles. He  
 sometimes falls. But he always gets back to work.  The workers don’t   
 want to rest. They can’t afford to lose the money. It's all they've got.” 
  Listening to Saul's story suddenly brought a terrible reality to a  
 discussion that up to then, came mostly from historical readings–factual  
 as they were. Factual...but so remote from the maw of life.   
  
See how gripping the piece actually becomes when you convert some  
of the narrative into real speaking. And remember: This is a textbook. 
 
While we have the context, here's a closing line from the same  
manuscript, which deals with techniques of filming documentaries, in 
order to create better understanding of minority communities; basically,  
an ethnographic study on film. See how the rewrite reaches out to  
the reader, in this...plea...for greater cultural understanding: 



I hope that you can take this template to create something  
similar, fostering an understanding between your university  
and the wider community. 

 
--->I hope our experience offers a template: a way of reaching  
      out beyond the confines of the university...and into the  
      living pulsating world of the community. 

 
Rule-of-Thumb: Try to avoid formal impersonal language––especially 
when you’re writing about anything with a sensitive or emotional  
element to it. If you don't, people will have a harder time believing you.  
 
The Warm Fuzzies     
Keep an eye out for things that give a warm cozy feeling– 
what I like to call the Warm Fuzzies. It can be from  
kitchen-table talk; a friendly object (It doesn't have to  
be a teddy bear)–something that gives a human face  
to something not-quite-human. Something folksy but  
not corny; there's sometimes a fine line between them. 
 
A little later, we'll be comparing three articles on the biological clock;  
each written for a very different audience: the classical (stereotyped)  
homemaker, the educated layman, & the specialist. The first one,  
from the Saturday Evening Post, uses very "homish-," kind of warm  
fuzzy examples (oysters & potatoes), rather than the more obscure  
examples found in the other more technically-oriented publications  
(Scientific American & Science). The Post article reads: 
 
 Why do oysters plucked from a Connecticut bay and shipped  
 to a Midwest laboratory continue to time their lives to ocean  
 tides 800 miles away? How do potatoes in hermetically sealed  
 containers predict atmospheric pressure trends two days in advance? 
 
The passage also brings these items alive, using the technique of  
personification (that we'll pick up on in Part VIII.): Oysters continue  
to time their lives...Potatoes predict... 
 
Here's an excerpt from a NY Times piece on John McCain, where  
the Senator shares a few recollections from his 5 years in a Vietnamese  



POW camp. Not exactly a warm fuzzy, but a kindness remembered;  
as I said, putting a human face on something considered by many  
at the time, to be inhuman (the Vietnamese soldiers): 
 
 When John was tied up in such a painful position, he talked about  
 the one guard who would loosen his bonds (now and then)...(Or  
 about) being out in the yard on Easter, and how one of the guards  
 drew a little cross in the sand, just to acknowledge the holiday,  
 & then rubbed it out so no one would get into trouble. 
 
Ever since I became aware of them––recently––the Warm Fuzzies  
have crept into my writing, including my correspondence: 
 
As an editor, you have to be very sensitive when you make suggestions 
to an author. An offensive word and the door may close forever. 
 
Here's an example, from my correspondence with two authors. The 
first is a comment about "writer's cramp:" 
 
 Hi Frank,  
 I'm glad the novel is moving along. Sometimes, a book   
 feels like a naughty pup: They find the most amazing   
 places to hide. 
 
 I'm working on your manuscript. But I've had to deal  
 with so many other things, you sometimes lose the  
 thread (I've got a few naughty pups as well). I hope to  
 concentrate on it this week. 
  
The second follows a long list of suggested changes: 
 
           I hope we're still friends. You are a kindred spirit. 

Or this one, in a letter to a publisher, on a book of mine that had  
struggled for a long time, before it finally saw the light of day: 
 
           Please take good care of my baby.     
   
Don't be afraid to bring in your own experience––where it applies.  
Experience is not just the best teacher. In the long run,  it's the only teacher.  



 
False Intimacy 
 
BOF: Informalisms [IV.2] 
 
Intimacy in writing––is a delicate thing. Americans, for example, tend to  
first-name much faster than Japanese or Germans. The American way  
has become more of a norm. But some people, regardless of their  
cultural background, will still be offended by a false sense of intimacy. 
 
Even things like "How are you today?" or "Have a good day" come across  
as a false sense of intimacy. It’s used just as often with people you don’t 
even know. And the speaker isn’t usually interested in your answer. 
 
They used to tell the story about the writer Dorothy Parker when she  
arrived at a party. She'd knock at the door and be greeted by the host with:  
 "Hello, how are you?"   
 She'd sometimes reply: "My father just died." 
 And the host might say: "Good, come in. So good to see you." 
 
In writing, you have to be careful not to be too intimate when the  
relationship doesn't warrant it. Otherwise, it's easy to offend. 
 
You see it in words like "folks," that some people use––often without  
knowing someone personally. If you've never had real contact with a  
person––it's a kind of false intimacy to call them folks. It can be really  
jarring when you're talking about something sensitive or unfortunate.  
 
For example, the following, from a manuscript for a novel about a serial  
killer, where an officer at a gruesome crime scene is speculating on the  
possible motive:  
 
 "The only thing I know is that it ain't no ordinary burglary  
   where the folks came home and surprised him."  
 
Such a word is much too...well, much too folksy, for something as  
grim as this. 
 
 
 



You see it in words like friend or brother & especially bro. Try to match  
your term of address to the level of intimacy of the relationship. The  
term bro has become very popular in the last few years; perhaps  
replacing brother ("Hey, brother. Can you spare a dime?") But both  
words–kind of cheapen or superficialize what is meant to express a close  
relationship. I don't have any genetic brothers. And there are really only  
1-2 people that I call brother. One of them is Mexican, and we use  
the Spanish word hermano; which has not been debased, the way the  
English word has. As for phrases like you guys, I guess it's up for grabs. 
 
Right in the Gut: Things that Make You Cry     
 
          We're all born prematurely: we all have underdeveloped hearts 
 
 There are head words and heart words. Too many head  
 words––& your writing can become harder to understand.  
 And just plain dull. 
      
Now and then, you come across something while you’re reading,  
that gets you right in the gut; that brings tears to your eyes. It can  
be a quote from an ordinary person; not necessarily someone famous.  
 
Say, if you're doing an ethnographic study, a history or a biography,  
or anything that involves real people, try to catch those phrases or  
sentiments. They open doors––to people's hearts. 
 
Here’s one, from an Economist article on the Egyptian revolution: 
 
 Hussam Bahgat, who runs one of the many human-rights 
  groups that diligently helped stir the Egyptian revolutionary 
  fervor, says that during the protests, he was often stopped  
 by older Egyptians, who just wanted to tell any young person 
 how grateful they were: “You have done what we always 
 wanted to do, but never could,” they told him. 
 
Or another, right in the next paragraph: 
 
 Walid Rasheed, a volunteer with the April 6th movement, a  

secular youth group that helped organize the Cairo protests,  
 says he could never put his finger on what was missing for his  
 generation of Egyptians, until the triumph of the revolution. The  



 missing element was pride, he says with a grin. “We were  
 always looking at photos, but were never in the picture. Now  
 the photo is us.” (Economist, 2/19/11, p. 48) 
 
The death of Nelson Mandela–called up an outpouring of  
emotions. One by President Obama: 
 
  "He belongs to history now." 
 
Another by Mary Robinson, former President of Ireland: 
 
     "He was the best of us." 
 
They both got to me. 
 
Here are two, from a short biography of Jesse Owens. A little background  
may be needed here: For those who don't know him, Owens was an  
Olympic hero; an African-American who won four gold medals, at the  
1936 Berlin Olympics, which was the coming-out party for Hitler's dream  
of an Aryan master race. During the competitions, there developed a  
lasting friendship between Owens and a German athlete named Luz  
Long. At the end of a paragraph, the author reflects: 
 
 Beyond...Hitler's flag-waving and speeches, the 
 image of Jesse Owens and Luz Long shaking hands 
 became the overriding symbol of the 1936 Olympics. 
 
Long was the quintessential-looking Aryan: blond-haired, blue-eyed.  
But he was no racist. Still, as a German, he wound up on the Axis  
side during the war. The chapter ending reads: 
 
 Owens would never again see his new friend Luz  
 Long. Like Owens's relay-race teammate Foy  
 Draper, Long would die in a foxhole during the war. 
 
And finally, this, from an article on Russia's 2014 invasion of the  
Crimea, & the fact that the country has people with strong ethnic 
differences and allegiances: 
 
 [But support for Ukraine's sovereignty has grown steadily 
 over the past two decades]. A generation has grown up 
 with it and it wants its children to enjoy it. As Anatoly 
 Gritsenko, a former defense minister, says: "We will never 
 agree if we think of Ukraine as the land of our fathers. But 
 can easily...if we talk about Ukraine as the land of our children." 



This next example is double-barreled; with a touch of the Warm  
Fuzzies, plus that something that gets you in the gut. It's from a NY  
Times article on the birth of South Sudan, and profiles one of its citizens: 
 
 James Aguto, a former child soldier and longtime guerrilla  
 fighter, now delivers babies. Mr. Aguto is a newly minted  
 clinical officer, working in a government hospital, and his  
 journey from taking life to sustaining it makes him an apt  
 symbol for the transition this country is trying to make. 
 
 "There was one night I delivered six babies; six babies  
 in one night!" he said. "I was so happy." 
   --------------------------  
I've included so many examples because there are different strokes... 
What strikes you––may blow right past someone else. But some of  
them must have got to you. Otherwise, there's something missing. 
   -------------------------    
Try to catch things that make the tears well up when you hear or read  
them. Try to develop the awareness, rather than dismissing the feeling  
as a weakness. And write them down. That's one of the best ways of learning. 
 
Admittedly, it’s a judgment call: it’s not always the same thing that  
makes everyone tingle. But you know what they are when you read  
them. Including one of the most powerful lines ever uttered. We all 
know it––Gandhi's 
 
         An eye for an eye–makes the whole world blind 
 
Sadness 
 
BOF: Extension & Aphorisms [VIII.3]. It's People, Stupid [VIII.6].  
 
  Hardly a hint of their early death, 
  Cicadas singing in the trees 
                            (Bashō) 
 
  A leaf falls. Loneliness  
       (ee cummings)   
 
                         
Some things may not make you cry, but still have a great sadness  
about them. The mood covers a wide range of emotions, that often  
come with age, with loss, or regret, or any number of misfortunes.  



And are expressed in different ways; we've looked at a few. An  
example: 
 
In a later chapter––The Sound on the Page––I copied a few lines  
from my book on India, describing pilgrims traveling to holy sites: 
 
 During the months of travel––in May and September––the entire  
 route is heavy with pilgrims, who come by foot and by bus; men  
 and women, the young and the old, the rich and the penniless,  
 the agéd and infirmed––who will not come this way again... 
 
The last line is saturated with sadness. 
 
When you consider that probably half our popular songs dwell  
on sadness, and so much of literature as well––you realize that  
sadness is a big part of being human. I'm sure you can easily think  
of a dozen such lines from songs or poetry, that have stayed  
in your head.  Can you close your eyes and think of one right now? 
 

≈  T'was so good to be young then...to be close to the earth... 

≈  ...my words...like silent raindrops fell... 

≈  Kiss today good-bye...the sweetness and the sorrow... 

≈  Was it too beautiful to last... 

≈  ...the children's carousel...the chestnut tree...the wishing well... 

≈  But if you go, I won't cry...'cause the good is gone from good-bye... 

 
Need I go on? 
 
Why then should we banish it from our more "serious" writing? It  
needn't be something from your personal life. If you choose, keep  
an eye out for things in your material, that have a touch of sadness  
to them. Sharing a small sadness with the reader––is sharing one of  
life's most intimate emotions. What better way of building bridges?  
 
 
 
 
 
 



          2.3 SOCIAL SCIENCE STYLE     
 
From one extreme to the other. Every field, especially academic  
fields, tends to develop a writing style that becomes a signature  
of that field: a certain tone; vocabulary, conventions––verbal and  
typographic. That's fine if you're writing for people in the field. 
 
The trouble begins when your audience also includes people who  
are not an M.O.T. (a member of the tribe). That tone, that vocabulary,  
can leave them scratching their heads in confusion.  
 
You find it in combinations of words. Some fields have different ways  
of putting words together. One that can really kill your writing is what  
we might call social science style. It's especially strong in sociology,  
psychology, & anthropology; and usually involves normal social  
activities that are presented as technical––clinical-sounding––terms. 
  
The result is: it can wring the life out of realworld flesh-and-blood  
events; make a concept harder to understand; and be a real turn-off  
for anyone who isn't an M.O.T.  
 
So unless you're writing for a small coterie of ingrown toenails, it's  
best to avoid combinations like the following. They're from a manuscript  
draft of a chapter on marriage, for a book on evolutionary psychology.  
I've included a lot of examples here; I felt they were needed––to make  
the point. Think about the cumulative effect of such writing, on someone  
reading the book: 
 
Original: In other cultures, such as the Canela, Inuit, and matrilineal  
   societies, sexual promiscuity is common, and accordingly,  
   paternity certainty is reduced. 
 
Rewrite: In other cultures, such as the Canela, Inuit, and matrilineal  
  societies, sexual promiscuity is common, and accordingly,  
  there is greater uncertainty about who the father is. 
 
 
 
 
 



Original: People come to learn their own mate value partly through  
  their courtship tactics. 
 
Rewrite: People come to learn their own value as a mate, partly  
  through their courtship tactics. 
 
Original: Research is mixed on the overall advantages and  
  disadvantages of wife number.  
 
Rewrite: Research is mixed on the overall advantages and  
  disadvantages of having a number of wives.  
 
Original: Courting women use appearance enhancement,  
  derogation of rivals, and the appearance of sexual  
  restraint—but also infidelity threat to retain a mate. 
 
Rewrite: To keep their mate in check, women who are courting–– 
  regularly enhance their appearance, put down their rivals,  
  and assume a pose of sexual restraint—while subtly  
  intimating infidelity. 
 
When they all appear together, you get...The Full Catastrophe: 
 
 We are left with the conclusion that hominid pair bonding evolved  
 to promote the male’s fitness by enhancing his paternity certainty  
 through mate guarding, and to promote the fitness of both male  
 and female by incentivizing his care of the young through paternity  
 certainty. 
 
Instead of breaking various parts of your anatomy trying to "scientifize"  
your writing, look for ways to humanize it. Don't be afraid to be human  
in your writing. It really is possible to be professional and human at the  
same time, whether you're writing physics or poetry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
       2.4 MODESTY. OR: BEWARE THE EVIL "I”   
 
BOF: Formality [IV.2]. The Language of Quantifying [IV.7]. ~ Ego. 
  
  Those who know––don't talk about it. 
  And those who talk about it––don't  
                     know.   
                           (Taoist Proverb) 
 
It's a natural thing–the "Hey, look at me" syndrome. But it doesn't always  
serve you well as an author. At the same time, you need to establish  
your credibility: as a writer, or a scholar. Or even a good shoemaker. 
 
It's always tempting to wave your flag. But in most kinds of writing, you  
make a better impression if you can present your accomplishments  
more modestly.   
 
For example, what makes me an authority on writing? Well, I've  
studied it, taught it, edited it, and written books on just about  
everything under the sun. But how do you share some of that  
without puffing yourself up like a balloon?  
 
One place to start is: examine what others have done on the page.  
Except on a resume, I've never included a list of books I've written.  
And I wrestled with doing it here. Frankly, it was embarrassing. But  
I felt I needed to, in order show I've gone through the process (the  
mill, the forest) often enough to have learned something from it. 
 
 Here are some ways of coming at it:  
 
1. You might say: "I've written a dozen books, apart from the ones  
    that didn't get published." That confession should cut you down  
    to size, in the reader's eyes, and hopefully, in your own. 
 
2. If you're collaborating with others on a writing project, you can 
    stress the importance of their contributions. 
 
3. You can be a little more tentative, like this: "In a paper I did,  
    on the influence of social media on writing, I tried to...." 



 
4. Instead of phrasing something this way:  
 I was awarded        a Fulbright grant to study in India 
          received  
    phrase it this way:    
 I was able to get    a Fulbright grant to study in India. 
 I managed to get 
 I was fortunate to get 
 
5. Perhaps include a phrase or two like: "Of course. Why didn't  
    I think of that." Or "Ah, yes." 
 
6. Or something like: "It seems to me..."  "If I'm not mistaken." 
    "I may be wrong/all wet..." or "From where I sit..." 
 
7. Or add a softener or a moderator, like this: "Scalpel Press  
    combines cutting-edge technology with traditional publishing  
    values, to produce books that are among the best in the industry." 
 
8. Instead of: As I have written in a booklet A Path to Peace... 
              say: As I   mentioned  in a booklet A Path to Peace... 
 
Beware the Evil "I" 
 
BOF: Sensitivity [II.2]. It's People, Stupid [VIII.6] 
 
A question that often comes up: Should I cast myself as Robert  
Jones, Ph.D. or Dr. Robert Jones? That's a tough call; and a more  
personal one. I'm always put off when someone introduces themself  
on the radio as: "I'm Doctor Robert Jones." It's a bit different in print,  
but it's still be a bit pompous. Sometimes, you almost get the feeling  
that people hide behind their initials. My preference is to skip them. 
  
Cultural differences also come into play.  I was corresponding with  
a journal editor in Switzerland (the German part), who had  
published an article of mine. His letter to me was addressed: Herr  
Dr. Professor Steven Darian; a term I would never have dreamed 
of. But presumably a normal term of address for him. 
   ---------------------------- 
 



Here's one from the manuscript we looked at before, on filming  
minority communities; in this case, a small Latino community in Idaho.  
The main author–a bilingual education professor–is telling the story: 
 
 And so I invited Caramaschi (the film producer) to be 
 the keynote speaker at the Film Lecture Series on  
 Global Immigration Issues I inaugurated in 2011. 
 
A bit too much ego here. Not intended, I’m sure. But that's the way  
it comes across. Better to phrase it something like: 
 
 And so I invited Caramaschi (the film producer) to be  
 the keynote speaker at the Film Lecture Series on  
 Global Immigration Issues we had begun in 2011. 
 
Can you feel the difference? Can you hear it? 
 
Here's an interesting coda: A recent study found that the higher up  
people are on the organization chart, the less they use "I" in their  
writing.  
 
Lao-tze got it right, in the Tao te Ching: "Those who know––don't  
talk about it."  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 2.5  INTEREST & ENJOYMENT. A DRAMATIC TOUCH. 
                 A BIT OF MYSTERY. INTENSITY.     
 
                 "It is a sin to bore your fellow man" 
                   (David Ogilvy of the advertising firm Ogilvy & Mather) 
 
Interest & Enjoyment 
 
BOF: Almost everywhere   
 
Look for interesting bits of information, especially human interest,  
in everything you write. Everything. Consider historical tidbits. Try to  
tie ideas, concepts, facts, theories––whatever you can––to people.  
It's not the reader’s job to create interest. Believe it or not, it’s yours! 
  
Some of the things that make writing interesting also make it enjoyable–– 
and memorable (there are things you want the reader to remember).  
Other ways of doing this include: figurative language; rhythm and  
repetition; high-impact words and phrases; using actual speech; and  
dramatic examples: all things we'll be examining throughout the book. 
 
Here’s an interesting fact from an environmental report on the  
disappearing Javanese rhinoceros; a topic you could imagine being  
r-e-a-l-l-y  d-u-l-l: 
 
  From a pain reliever to an aphrodisiac, people claim great  
 medicinal benefits from  rhino horns. Interestingly enough,  
 a rhino’s horn is made of the same material as the human  
 fingernail; its medicinal value has been proven to be purely  
 a placebo. 
 
If you can find something interesting to say in an environmental  
report on the Javanese rhinoceros, you should be able to find  
something interesting about almost anything.   
 
There’s a history of everything: Use historical elements; especially  
in a first chapter or two. The historical dimension always makes  
things more interesting. How about this one, from James Eade’s  
Chess for Dummies:  
 
 
 



  The true origins of chess are shrouded in the mists  
  of pre-history...Chess, or a game very much like it,  
  originated in Northern India around 600 AD. &  
  eventually migrated to Europe through China & 
  Persia. The ancient Indian game was based on 
  Indian armies & was undoubtedly a pastime for 
  their rulers... 
    
  It seems...likely that the rulers playing the game  
  preferred to exercise complete control over their  
  armies, just as they would do on the battlefield. 
                     ------------------------ 
 
As for enjoyment, it's hard to beat this one: an opening paragraph  
from a piece on–of all things–the Dublin Zoo: 
 
      The Bactrian camel looked at me happily. It was a cold winter’s  
      morning, and I was its only visitor. I had never seen anything so  
      ridiculous, all lumps and bumps and a coat that was like a bad  
      perm and an old rug.  It was delighted with my attention. I think  
      it thought I was fancying it.  It got all coy and coquettish and  
      rubbed its neck in what it hoped was a sly come-hither way. 
 
  
     I decided not to be a tease, it wasn’t fair to encourage it, so I  
 went off and looked with mute admiration at a sulphur-crested  
 cockatoo.  It ignored me. I whistled and cooed and was just as  
 silly as the Bactrian Camel had been with me, but it was useless.  
 The Zoo is Just Like Life–I thought to myself philosophically,  
 and left the aviary in a sulk. 
 
The author has used an opening that makes the reader want to continue  
reading about the Dublin Zoo. Not your ordinary topic. Her main techniques:  
personification and figurative language, that we'll hone in on later. 
 
When you read, keep an eye for phrases that spark interest, like:  
"But then a funny thing happened..." 
  ----------------------------------------------- 
Notice the diagram. As you move from left to right, you’ll find that  
writers use more and more of the writing techniques we'll be  
examining. But there's no reason textbooks and scientific works  
can’t be well-written, within the conventions of the field: 



       
 

 
 
                        I                       II                       III                       IV 
 
 
 
              Textbooks &       Nonfiction            Journalistic         Literary 
             Scholarly works    Tradebooks             
  

      
To give you a realworld feeling for the difference, compare the following  
samples of articles, all on the same topic, but from three very different  
magazines. The topic is the biological clock. The journals are The  
Saturday Evening Post (a popular magazine), Scientific American  
(a popular magazine for people interested in science), and Science  
(a scientific journal). 
 
Read each excerpt through without stopping, to get a feeling for the  
tone. Then go back, and see if you can spot how they differ: what  
makes them interesting or appealing, how clear they are (how hard  
to read), and anything else that strikes you. There are important things  
to learn here––some important dos and don'ts; things we'll examine in  
detail as we go on: 
 
The Post article opens: 
 
 One of the greatest riddles of the universe is the uncanny  
 ability of living things to carry out their normal activities with   
 clocklike precision at a particular time of day, month and   
  year. Why do oysters plucked from a Connecticut bay and  
 shipped to a Midwest laboratory continue to time their lives  
 to ocean tides 800 miles away? How do potatoes in hermetically  
 sealed containers predict atmospheric pressure trends two days  
 in advance? What effect do the lunar and solar rhythms have on  
 the life habits of people? Living things clearly possess powerful   
 adaptive capacities––but the explanation of whatever strange and   
 permeative forces are concerned continues to challenge science.   
 Let us consider the phenomenon more closely. 
 



The Scientific American article begins: 
 
 Everyone knows that there are individuals who are able to awaken  
 morning after morning at the same time to within a few minutes. Are  
 they awakened by sensory cues received unconsciously, or is there  
 some “biological clock” that keeps accurate account of the passage  
 of time? Students of the behavior of animals in relation to their  
 environment have long been interested in the biological clock question. 
 
The Science article starts: 
 
 Familiar to all are the rhythmic changes in innumerable processes of                          
 animals and plants in nature. Examples of phenomena geared to the   
 24-hour solar day produced by rotation of the earth relative to the sun                          
 are sleep movements of plant leaves and petals, spontaneous activity                               
 of numerous animals, emergence of flies from their pupal cases, color  
 changes of the skin of crabs, and wakefulness in man. Sample patterns  
 of daily fluctuations, each interpretable as adaptive for species, are  
 illustrated in Fig. 1. Rhythmic phenomena linked to the 24-hour and  

50-minute lunar day period of rotation of the earth relative to the moon  
are most conspicuous among intertidal organisms. 

 

Here are some observations: 
 
The Post article: An interesting opener; it draws the reader in (high-  
interest). It has high-impact words (riddles of the universe, uncanny  
ability). Followed with three rhetorical questions. Lots of examples  
of common everyday things. An ends with a mild imperative. We'll  
look at all these features shortly. 
 
Scientific American: The opener is more impersonal (individuals).  
Follows with a rhetorical question. Good writing, but slightly more  
formal. Examples are not nearly as everyday.  
 
Science: The opener is an inverted sentence (in general, not desirable).  
Followed by a 52-word sentence (sentence length) (Makes it hard to  
follow). Compounded by the fact that the main verb appears 12 words  
after the subject (Makes it harder to understand). The verb in the 
next sentence is in the passive. Final sentence is also a 26-word  
jaw-breaker, with a mile between the subject and the verb  
(subject <---> verb distance). Examples are obscure to all but  
the expert. 



In short, it's a disaster. There's no reason why technical information, 
even in a scientific journal, can not be presented clearly. 
 
A Dramatic Touch       
 
BOF: Emphasizers [III.10]. Interest [X.5] 
 
Whenever what you're writing about contains some potentially dramatic  
material, don't kill it with formal academic language. Bring it alive! 
 
Notice these two passages from a non-Eurocentric history of the  
world: I've boldfaced the dull-to--->dramatic phrases in each: 
 
Between 1800 and 1839, some 30,000 chests of opium per annum  
were shipped into China, which ruined China socially. 
 
---> Between 1800 and 1839, some 30,000 chests of opium were   
       inflicted on China every year; an act that devastated Chinese  
       society. 
 
Until the 18th century, wood extracted from forests was the principle  
source of fuel for cooking, heating homes and manufacturing all over  
the world. But centuries of extraction deforested most of Europe by the  
18th century. Almost everywhere one could see bare mountains and  
clear-cut forests.  This meant a serious shortage of fuel all over  
Europe. This shortage was particularly acute in the British Isles. 
 
---> Almost everywhere you could see bare mountains and clear-cut  
       forests. Europe was running out of fuel.  This shortage was  
       particularly acute in the British Isles. 
           
Dramatic elements hide out in more places than we think. Often,  
you just have to dig for them. Or rephrase an element. Notice how  
the rewrite adds a dramatic touch to an otherwise simple statement.  
From a ms. on the history of Arab art: 
      
[The 6th century saw the first saddling of camels. Which allowed for  
long-distance hauling. Bedouins were suddenly in demand for carrying   
goods to foreign lands]. The desert city of Mecca became a center of  
this trade.  The city also contained the great shrine of the Kabah. 
 
---> The desert city of Mecca became a center of this trade; a city  
       that held within its walls the great shrine of the Kabah.  
 
 



 
A Bit of Mystery   
 
BOF: Beginnings & Endings [VI.2] 
 
Mystery, intensity, suspense–are all techniques you expect to find in  
fiction. But do they have to be limited to these genres? A little mystery  
goes a long way–or rather, takes the reader a long way, whether it's  
a detective story or a chemistry experiment. What is science, really,  
but a giant mystery story: searching for unknowns; an endless pursuit  
of discoveries? Such a leitmotif can heighten interest, in topics that are  
usually presented in a very Rip-Van-Winkle sort of way. 
 
The same goes for techniques like suspense and tension. Notice this  
paragraph ending, from a biography of the Olympic champion Jesse Owens: 
 
 The young runner listened respectfully to his coach's advice. But  
 neither man could have guessed that the dream of the Olympics he  
 had been preparing for these many years––would be challenged  

from four different sources...none of them related to track...and any  
one of which might have ended his career. 

 
Does this example––a case of foreshadowing––make the reader  
want to read on? You bet it does. 
 
Intensity 
 
BOF: Intensifiers [III.10] 
 
You can sometimes add intensity by eliminating punctuation. Which  
can supercharge events. This from Michael Herr's classic–Dispatches,  
on Vietnam: 
 
 [It was his third tour. In 1965, he'd been the only 
 survivor in a platoon that was wiped out going into 
 the Ia Drang Valley.] In 1966 he'd come back with  
 the Special Forces and one morning after an ambush  
 he'd hidden under the bodies of his team while the  
 VC walked around them with knives, making sure. 
 
The moral: Keep an eye out for things in your material, that have  
unknowns, uncertainties; that contain elements of tension or suspense.  
And see if they connect––in some way––to what you're writing about. 
 
 
 



                                      2.6  ELEGANCE    
 
Elegance comes in so many forms, it's hard to pin it down. You find  
it, e.g., in old-fashioned phrases & inverted sentences, in individual  
words and a shift from Anglo-Saxon to more Latinate words. 
 
On the word esthetic––as in the esthetics of a piece of writing––esthetic  
can mean decorative or superficial. It can also mean: something integral;  
basic to the impact or understanding of the material. 
 
 
 In Old-Fashioned Phrases: 
 
• The years were not kind to him.  
• Sadness become you. 
• There is magic to be had here. 
• Alas, it was not meant to be. 
• It so happened that... 
• When has it not been so? 
 
In Inverted Sentences: 
 
• It's the source of all things good. 

  • So enchanted was he that he forgot the reason he had come. 
  • She was the loveliest lady that ever there was. 
  • Eyes that see not. 
  • What more need I say? 
  • So has it ever been. 
• We never know from whence it comes. 

  
  
In Individual Words  
 
BOF: Le Bon Mot [III.2] 
 
 • A certain sense of humour informs everything he does. 
 • Childhood memories are embellished by many things. 

 • It was a destiny too high for him. 
 
In a shift from Anglo-Saxon- to more Latinate words: 
 
• "Childhood memories are contaminated & embellished by  
  many things...In fact, people have been writing about the  
  fallibility of memory for hundreds of years...You're into very  
  different territory when you start to explore various types of memory. 
 
 
 



•  When the plague took out half of the banks in Florence,  
   Giovanni di Medici and his family seized the opportunity to  
   found a new and more powerful one. 
 
   ---> When the plague decimated half of the banks in Florence,  
          Giovanni di Medici and his family seized the opportunity to  
          found a new and more powerful one.  
 
When does elegant become obsolete or old-fashioned? Another  
tough one. As we've seen, old-fashioned to an 18-year old may  
be elegant to a 50-year old. Apart from your choice of words,  
that probably goes for lines from older films and songs as well. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



               2.7 HUMOR   
 
BOF: Euphemisms [III.6]. Satire, Irony, Parody [II.8]  
               Humor is the door to the heart 
  
Humor is an intimate part of language, and a basic ingredient in  
enjoyment (Remember enjoyment?). According to 'America's doctor' 
Andrew Weil, "research suggests that a good laugh can boost memory." 
It also helps build bridges to the reader.  
 
There are a thousand ways of coming at humor. And, of course, not  
all humor survives translation; both grammatically, and because  
some things that are funny in one culture––may not be in another.   
 
Still, humor will out. I was teaching a class of English for Foreign  
Students. One of my students, Mlle. Carquain, asked if her mother  
could just sit in. 
 "Of course," I said. 
 Madame Carquain arrived the following week, eased herself into  
a chair, and spent the next three months dutifully attending...without  
uttering a word. At the end of the term, she sidled up to me and said: 
 "Enfin. Je rêve en englais. Mais seulement les cauchemars." 
(At last, I dream in English. But only nightmares) 
      ------------------------------------ 
What place does humor have in your writing? While it obviously  
depends on what you're writing, an element of humor can be greatly  
appreciated, no matter what kind of writing you're doing; except  
perhaps in scholarly papers––where it's sometimes needed...desperately. 
 
One study found that jokes affect how people process information:  
if they laugh at something, they're less likely to disagree with it.  
And that jokes and humor can actually make a serious message  
more effective (“Funny Business.” The Economist. 10/12/13, p.71). 
 
 
 
 
 



Humor actually stimulates dopamine–a pathway in the nervous  
system that transmits feelings of pleasure or reward to different  
parts of the brain. In short, humor actually gives us a physical  
feeling of pleasure and well-being. What better way to welcome  
someone into your world?  
 
Some Sources of Humor 
 
This is a tough one. There are whole books on the topic. Here are  
just a few suggestions. Some of these we'll dig into, later on: 
 
1. Some idioms have a humorous ring to them: "He's a nut case." 
    "When you speak to him, you get the feeling there's nobody   
    home." Some shade over into ambiguity: "He's not all there."  
 
2. Using folkwords such as Yiddishisms (shmoe, shmooze, shtup,  
     shlock). Also mock-Latin & words borrowed from other languages. 
 
3. Word-play, such as: interchanging homophones & homographs  
    (words that sound or look alike): "Remember: there's only one-letter  
    difference between celibate and celebrate. At least, when you say   
    it." Or: "There are men in Nepal, who carry heavy loads up the  
    mountains. They're called schleppers." Or words from other 
    languages, that sound like English, like the two Greek tailors: 
    Euripides & Eumenides. 
   
4. Satire can add a dash a humor: The story is told that when Voltaire  
    was on his deathbed, and the priest urged him to abjure the devil,  
    the philosopher replied: "This is no time to make enemies." (We'll  
    pick up on satire, in the next chapter). 
 
5. Reversals. Reversing the words in a sentence, like "Work is the curse  
    of the drinking class." Or "A waste is a terrible thing to mind." The  
    Capitol Steps, a comedy group specializing in satire, had a  piece on  
    Clarence Thomas, during the Senate hearings on his appointment to  
    the Supreme Court. They referred to Thomas, who is a conservative  
    black Republican, as a "white ringer" (a right winger).  
 



6. Oxymoron: joining two opposites together, like: macho mouse.  
 
7. Understatement. A typical British specialty. Here's an example,  
    from a description in a novel, of a monograph on the Tiwi: a tribe  
    in Northern Australia. The material in brackets is just for  
    background: 
 
 [In Tiwi society, the older men are given the young girls, to train and  
 introduce to the intimacies of life. Likewise, young boys are given over  
 to the care of the older women, who, initiate them into the world of dating  
 and mating.] Since anthropologists tend to be non-judgmental, the  
 monograph refrained from the logical conclusion: that everyone benefits:  
 The older men are renewed, at a time when they most need renewing.  
 Likewise, the older women, who also enjoy the fruits of their labors.   
 
8. Double Entendre––double-meaning––is an endless source of  
    humor. From the same novel: 
 
 For some unfathomable reason—almost like filings to a lodestone—Irma  
 was drawn to a monograph on the Tiwi, a tribe located in the crotch of  
 Northern Australia, where the two humps meet—topographically speaking. 
 
Or this one with two double entrendres. It's from a print ad I remember  
from a long time ago (You can tell how long–from the price): It pictured  
two American Indian braves, stretched out on a king-size bed. The ad  
read: "Two bucks well spent on a Springmaid sheet." 
 
9. Notice the 3-for-one in the following sentence: (1) a humorous  
    acronym: AR; (2) a satiric verb: infested; and (3) a suffix used  
    for humor: theologoid. It's from the same novel: 
 
 Bill Nuffield, the professor, was a decent enough type: Harvard, bow-tie,  
 slightly AR, but not without an appreciation for the smiling natives and  
 how their worlds were often far more civilized than the culture-bashing  
 theologoids that infested the airwaves of more advanced societies. 
 
    Or being at a bar when a 'lady of the evening' walked over to join 
    the conversation, which involved different takes on blood types 
    ("What type are you?" "What type are you?"). She brought the  
    house down with her comment: "I'm a universal donor." Too sexist? 
 
10. Changing word endings, like adding an -ish or a -ness. The  
      musical Finian's Rainbow––featured a song "Something Sort  
      of Grandish," that was built around lots of -ishes:  



 Something sweet, something sort of grandish,  
 fills my heart when thou art near. 
 From now on, we're hand-in-handish... 
 Romeo...and Guenevere. 
 
 We could be toujour-la-mourish... 
 
 
 Skies could be so blueish-blue..                     
 Life could be so love in bloomish 
 if my ishes could come true. 
 
 
I used one later on ("Varying the length of your sentences––helps  
prevent snorishness"). 
 
We'll go into detail on some of these items––later in the book. For  
now, though, let's examine a few épées that can cut deep, but also  
bring a smile. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                   2.8 SATIRE, IRONY, & PARODY 
 
BOF: Humor [II.7]. ~ Exaggeration 
 
SATIRE  
 
Satire is a tool for poking fun at an idea, a word, or a person. It involves  
blowing the object of your derision out of all proportion. Or reducing it  
to absurdity. It stops short of drawing blood. Making fun of a person or a  
belief may be a more acceptable ploy than a frontal attack. And can even  
draw a smile. Hopefully, it keeps the door open, even if it's just a crack. 
      
Some Sources of Satire   

 
1. Quotation Marks Around a Word: In an article about three gentleman  
    Ivy League CIA operatives working in the Middle East in the 1960s, who  
    were neither trained Middle East specialists nor knew Arabic, the author  
    describes them as "Arabists," in quotes.  
 
2. Verbal markers: so to speak, so-called, what you might call... 
  
3. Repetition [The situation: the firing of Clark Clifford, special  
    counsel in Jimmy Carter's presidency]: "A cluster of reporters  
    were waiting, and while he said nothing of substance, he was  
    polite–he is always polite..."       
 
4. Understatement: "It would be an understatement to call Mr. 
    Zanderly a corrupt lawyer." 
 
Some Further Examples of Satire 
 
• An article about the actor Roger Moore, who replaced Sean 
   Connery as 007. Moore looked good, but had a wooden  
   quality, compared to Connery. The article described Moore  
   as: a haberdasher's delight & a director's nightmare. 
  
• In an Associated Press report from Haiti, an Evangelical minister  
  is quoted as saying that "This earthquake was a sign to all those  
  who do not accept Jesus Christ in their life." Presumably, this  
  would also apply to the destruction of New Orleans, that contains  
  millions of Christians; the Pacific tsunami, that killed thousands of Sri  
  Lankan Christians. Not to forget the plague, that wiped out half of  
  Christian Europe, and was presumably caused by irreligious rats. 
 
• ...political circus performers like Ted Cruz & Sarah Palin. 
 
 



•  [In an interview with Senator John McCain]. "I've never talked  
   about my experiences in (the Vietnamese POW camp)...I've  
   known too many professional heroes in my life"  
 
• [From a book on art history] During the Baroque Period, the  
  Roman Catholic Church succeeded in changing her brand–from  
  Luther’s ‘whore of Babylon’ to what the papacy called a ‘beautiful  
  bride resplendent for the union to Christ’.  
  
And finally, an op-ed piece (unpublished) , on Russia's 2014  
invasion of Ukraine: an imaginary dialog between an interviewer  
and Sergey Lavrov––Russia's representative to the talks with the  
West. It was called: 
 
   Really, Mr. Pavlov? 
 
Interviewer:  So you're saying, Mr. Pavlov, that Russia has taken  
  over the Crimea, to protect Russian citizens? 
 
Lavrov:  Yes, that's right. 
 
Interviewer: Just to clarify: And that Russia invaded Poland to protect  
  Russian citizens? That you invaded Georgia to protect  
  Russian citizens? And Czechoslovakia, to protect Russian  
  citizens? And Hungary, to protect Russia citizens? Do I  
  understand that correctly? 
 
Lavrov:  That's a different story. And the name is Lavrov, not Pavlov. 
 
Interviewer: Then why do you salivate–every time someone 
  says the word "Crimea?" 
 
IRONY  
 
BOF: Comparison, Contrast, & Conflict [V.3] 
        ~ Contradiction, opposition 
 
Irony is a form of contradiction; juxtaposing some quality with its  
opposite–a good with its bad: 
 
It's ironic, for example, that some of the great American  
philanthropists who left billions to help improve the lot of their  
fellow human beings––often treated their own workers like slaves. 
 
 



Is it an accident or an irony that half the art of the Renaissance  
deals with religious themes––Jesus, Mary-&-Child, & assorted  
Saints; while the other half features bare-breasted ladies from  
classical times? 
 
Likewise, Charles Dickens, whose writings captured the plight of  
homeless children, and whose relationship with his own children–– 
was a disaster. 
 
Ironic as well, the Nazi ideal of the blond-haired blue-eyed Aryan––led  
by a group of misshapen runts (Hitler & Himmler, Goebbels & Goering).  
 
In the same way, the Internet––that brings us near infinite freedom  
of access to information––could wind up depriving us of that freedom. 
 
PARODY  
 
Parody emphasizes how foolish something can be, by transposing it  
to a totally unrelated situation, and imitating it. A wonderful example  
appeared in a recent New Yorker article, and was actually written by  
a 10th grade boy. It was a parody on the mission statement of his very  
chic, sophisticated, and expensive private school in Manhattan. The  
school's mission, to quote from the article, is to turn out young people: 
 
 who will be architects of lives that transcend the ordinary... 
 accomplished in all the academic skills one would expect; at  
 ease beyond their borders; truly fluent in a second language;  
 good writers & speakers one and all; confident because they  
 excel in a particular passion; emotionally unafraid & physically  
 fit; humble about their gifts; and generous of spirit. 
 
The school further mandated that students should be great leaders  
by going beyond the usual debate clubs and traditional forms of elite  
socializing associations. 
 
Following their lead, our 10th-grade Magellan proposed to establish  
a chicken club, to be housed on the roof of the school. His mission  
statement included the following: 
 
 
 



 
 The club would harvest chickens who were accomplished  
 in the poultry skills one would expect; at ease beyond their  
 coops & industrial farms; truly fluent in second clicks and  
 crows; good scratchers & peckers one and all; confident  
 because they excel in the  tradition of chicken-hood;  
 emotionally skittish and & physically big-breasted; and  
 humble and gratuitous about their gifts of white meat &  
 generous of their eggs. (The New Yorker, 1/6/14) 
   -------------------------- 
Both irony and parody are not especially subtle techniques––they  
jump out at the reader. And so are best used sparingly. But where  
they're appropriate, there's nothing like them––to drop their target. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                     2.9 YESTERDAY, TODAY, & TOMORROW: 
            TIME & TENSE AS STYLE   
 
BOF: Actives & Passive [II.1]. Sense Verbs [III.1]. Verbs/Verb It [III.7].  
         The Death of Grammar [III.8]  
How does the tense you're using––past, present, future––affect  
your style; or more pointedly, how does it affect your reader? See  
how this shift to the present––brings the journalist's report alive;  
you almost feel you're there: 
  
 Small groups of Toyota desert vehicles, with 106-mm recoilless  
 rifles mounted at the rear, wheel and charge like cavalry, in the  
 vastness of the Sahara...The rebels have their armor, and there  
 are daily incursions by Libyan MiGs, which have to be spooked  
 back into Libyan territory by French Jaguar fighters...Driving in  
 the Sahara is like swimming in treacle. The engine screams  
 and one inches forward with painful slowness" (Time 4/23/84) 
 
Like so many writing techniques, the use of tense can be very 
subtle; its effect, subliminal––but felt. Later in the book, we'll  
examine how a touch of personification (vehicles charge & wheel,  
engines scream) brings things to a higher pitch.  
 
One of the best examples in fiction––& probably Virginia Woolf's  
most famous short story–is "A Haunted House;" told chiefly in the  
simple present. Try it. If you don't like it, you can get your money back. 
 
An article on the Egyptian uprising in Tahir square portrays events 
in the present tense; turning what might've been a competent piece  
of political analysis––into a masterpiece; its effect, almost mystical.  
Its title is This is Not a Revolution. Here's a sample from it: 
 
             Darkness descends upon the Arab world. Waste, death, and                
 destruction attend a fight for a better life. Outsiders compete for             
 influence and settle accounts. The peaceful demonstrations with                     
 which this began, the lofty values that inspired them, become distant    
 memories. Elections are festive occasions where political visions are                 
 an afterthought. The only consistent program is religious and is                      
 stirred by the past. A scramble for power is unleashed, without clear              
 rules, values, or endpoint. It will not stop with regime change or                   
 survival. History does not move forward. It slips sideways.                                                              



 Games occur within games: battles against autocratic regimes, a     
 Sunni–Shiite confessional clash, a regional power struggle, a newly             
 minted cold war. Nations divide, minorities awaken, sensing a     
 chance to step out of the state’s confining restrictions. The picture     
 is blurred. These are but fleeting fragments of a landscape still     
 coming into its own, with only scrappy hints of an ultimate destination.    
 The changes that are now believed to be essential are liable to be    
 disregarded as mere anecdotes on an extended journey.               
                                    (Hussein Agha & Robert Malley, In NYRB) 

One way to tighten up your writing is by using the simple tenses–past,  
present, or future. They're much clearer than the compound tenses: 
the past progressive, present progressive, or present perfect; things  
like: “I had been studying,” “I had been wanting to talk to you,” or “We  
will have completed it by May.” Sometimes you'll need a compound  
tense to capture a precise meaning. But don't use them unless you  
have to. 
 
As we’ve seen, present tense can lend a greater sense of immediacy–– 
a feelings that you are there. Here’s another great example; this time,  
a book review on the life of the great 19th German naturalist Alexander  
von Humboldt: 
 
 At times The Invention of Nature (the name of the book) reads 
 like pulp explorer fiction...On the Chimborazo volcano...we find 
 him crawling along a two-inch wide ridge between a sheer cliff  
             and a thousand-foot drop...Humboldt bathes in the Orinoco among  
             crocodiles...and jaguars. He contracts, dysentery, blood infections...  
  With his companion...he scales every peak he can see in the  
 Andes. When his shoes disintegrate, he continues barefoot. 
 (from Nathaniel Rich's review of Andrea Wulf’s book, in the  
  NYRB, 10/22/15) 
 
 
Notice in this next piece, the dramatic effect that comes about  
with the shift from present perfect to simple present: 
 
 
 
 



 Shortly before dawn, a queue has already formed  
 along the pavement outside the immigration office. 
 Applicants, mostly men, wait in silence. Discarded 
 sleeping bags and torn strips of cardboard boxes 
 lie on the ground.” (Economist, 1/13/18, p. 46) 
 
Here’s another brilliant treatment of time, in archaeologist Loren  
Eisley's Immense Journey––where the author fuses past, present,  
& future–into triptychs of beauty and discovery. These examples,  
all but the last, are from his chapter "The Slit;" recounting his experience  
exploring a deep fossil-filled crevice somewhere in the Dakotas: 
 
• The Slit was a little sinister–like an open grave, assuming the dead  
   were enabled to take one last look––for over me the sky seemed  
   already as far off as some future century I would never see. 
 
(Notice his capitalizing & boldfacing the first letter of the word; indicating... 
who can say? Perhaps something supernatural (supernal or infernal).  
 
A few more from Eisley. Notice how he moves across great  
stretches of time: 
 
•  The skull lay tilted in such a manner that it stared, sightless, up at  
   me as though I, too, were already caught a few feet above him, in  
   the strata and, in my turn, were staring upward at that strip of sky,  
   which the ages were carrying farther away from me beneath the  
   tumbling debris of falling mountains. 
 
• The human hand has been fin and scaly reptile, foot and furry paw.  
   If a stone should fall [precariously balanced as he was, part way down  
   the crevice]..., let the bones lie here with their message, for those who  
   might decipher it, if they come down late among us from the stars. 
 
• The most recently acquired & less specialized regions of the brain,  
   the 'silent areas,' mature last. Some neurologists, not without reason,  
   suspect that here may lie other potentialities, which only the future  
   of the race may reveal. 
 
Since the technique is pretty high-octane stuff, it's probably best  
to use it in small quantities in more "serious" writing––however  
you define the term. 
 
 



            2.10  SPEAKING VERSUS WRITING  
  
 
Speaking into Writing 
 
Most of us are better at one or the other. Some are good at both.  
If you're in the speaking category, why not try composing orally.  
Then have your words printed out. Speech recognition technology  
has advanced to the point where it can do it for you. 
 
Even if you're a writing type, life sometimes throws up roadblocks. A  
case in point: I spent a year teaching in Tashkent, in Central Asia. I'd  
arrive home from the Institute, make myself dinner, take a short rest,  
and sit down at the computer to write. It wouldn't come. It was a pretty  
lonely assignment––Tashkent––and, for whatever reason, the writing  
just didn't flow. Inevitably, I found myself scratching and fidgeting,  
and getting ready for bed.    
 
I had brought a small handheld tape recorder with me. And partly out  
of desperation, I started trying to compose at bed time. Whether it was  
just relaxing from the day, or a different communication channel that  
opened up––or both––the words began to flow.  
 
Technology makes it much easier today: You can buy the tape recorder  
with a USB cord that plugs into the computer. The PC will then transcribe 
your words onto the screen. And you can sit back, not sweat it, and 
start to organize and polish the material. And voice recognition is  
now a built-in feature in most computers. 
 
How Do They Differ? 
 
How is speaking different from writing? Here are just a few contrasts.  
The list includes some items we've looked at recently, plus others we'll  
be examining later on. Some special features of speaking: 
 
1.   emphasizing individual words 
2.   much greater use of contractions 
3.   greater use of active voice 
4.   use of gestures for expressing meaning 
5.   one-word sentences ("Definitely." "Tomorrow?") 



6.   sentence fragments ("How about in the kitchen?"  
      "Why not tomorrow?" "As soon as possible.")   
7.   prepositions at the end of sentences ("It's something we  
      need to deal with." "What did you talk about?") 
8.   more Anglo-Saxon, less "latinate" (e.g., multisyllable) words 
9.   more-personal pronouns 
10. less nominalization (The analysis involves a comparison... 
      --->The analysis compares...) 
11. Reduction (from clause to phrase & phrase to single words) 
12. more humor or word play 
13. more personification & analogies 
14. affirmations: Exactly! 
15. more idioms. A lot more. 
 
These...and many others...are the kinds of things we'll be tracking  
down in the following chapters: things that make your writing more  
interesting, more understandable. And...more enjoyable. While  
avoiding those that put your reader to sleep. It's about soaring vs.  
snoring. The baubles and the babbles. The caviar...and the caveats. 
 
Some Important Concepts from Part II 
 
Conversational Language 
Irony 
Parody 
Redundancy 
Right in the Gut 
Satire 
Scientifizing 
Social Science Style 
Style 
Warm Fuzzies 



              PART III  WORDS: FIRST, THE CAVIAR  
O words, O words, and shall you rule the world? 
What is it but the tongue 
that doth proclaim a man a fool . 
So that his best songs go unsung. 
So that his dreams are sent to school 
and all die young.  

(Stella Benson) 

       •••••••••••••••• 
Words are things. Choose them accordingly 

No word means exactly the same for two people, because we bring our 
own meanings and experiences to them. Especially the big ones, like:  
God; Republican and Democrat; liberal and conservative; communist 
& capitalist; heathen & infidel. You know––the ones we kill for. The  
word “divine,” for example, has been used to describe pizza, chocolate, 
a day spent sailing, or an act of God.    

Quite apart from clarity of meaning, there are a thousand other ways 
that words serve or dominate us. Whether in love or legal contracts,  
the right word can make all the difference between a successful  
venture...and a disaster. And that includes the adventure of writing. 

What are the right words and how do we learn to choose them? As  
a rule, they're a matter of observation & judgment, experience and  
experiment. That doesn't take us very far, does it? Part III will examine 
how it's done...by the masters. 



      3.1  APPEALING TO THE SENSES 
 
 Every generation has its own portal to knowledge 
                                      (Carolyn Birden) 
  
   Can you see it? 
   Can you hear it? 
   Can you touch it? 
   Can you taste it? 
   Can you smell it? 
             These are the doors to memory 
 
Language probably began by describing things connected with the senses–– 
with sight & sound, with scent and taste and touch. And only later...much  
later...got on to ideas. Even now, many of our words for mental activities  
are grounded in visuality; words like insight & reflection, a visionary, a  
viewpoint, a perspective; to focus or look at an idea, to discover. 
 
Words come out in one of two ways: conceptual & perceptual: either as  
abstractions. Or connected with the senses. It's seldom one or the other  
exclusively, no matter what kind of writing it is. Good writing, really good  
writing, and especially, great writing...blends them together. If we want to  
be literal, we could call it sense & nonsense. But that's not fair. And not  
particularly true. It's only literally true. 
 
 
Nobelist Orhan Pamuk remarked that "we love poets for the things their  
poems lead us to imagine." The core of imagining is the image––a picture  
of something. A visual. This is worth keeping in mind, in whatever we write.   
           
Is there anything odd about the fact that in most nonliterary writing, we  
restrict ourselves to one sense only: the sense of sight? Occasionally  
drawing on the sense of sound. Does this limit us in communicating  
information and affecting people's understandings? And if so, in what  
ways? 
 
In his book on neuroscience and learning, science writer Benedict  
Carey reports: the part of the brain that stores memories––also  
stores the sights, sounds, & scents connected to those memories. 
Plus elements of the original event––the narrative.  



Another insight comes from physiologist John Ratey, who suggests  
that the motor and emotional systems probably evolved concurrently  
in primates; in other words, the body and the emotions grow from a  
common core. 
 
Taste & Touch 
 
 "If you touch me, you'll understand                                                                                                    
what happiness is..."  
 
Children display a strong sense of taste & of touch, from as early as  
two months. Because the vertebrates evolved in the sea, they relied  
heavily on the sense of smell––something very useful in an aquatic  
environment, since it can detect dissolved chemicals. By contrast,  
it's hard to see and hear under water. Accordingly, reactions were  
triggered by olfactory stimuli, such as the odors of predators, rivals, prey,  
poisons, and mates. This may explain why smells are often emotionally  
evocative even in humans. A distinctive odor may remind us of some  
emotion-tinged event. Is it just coincidence that In Latin, the word for  
wisdom is sapienta, from sapere, to taste? 
 
And as philosopher Richard Kearney points out, Aristotle (in De 
Anima) called touch the most universal of the senses. It is the 
only one, apart from taste, where we're physically in contact 
with the object. 
 
    ----------------- 
 
What's to learn from all this: 
 
The more your language uses sense words––words that help the reader  
SEE & HEAR; SMELL, FEEL & TOUCH––the more interesting, convincing,  
and better-remembered your writing will be. Sense words appear in all  
parts of speech. But good, strong, sensory nouns and verbs are what  
grab the reader's attention. 
   --------------------- 
What I'm suggesting is simply this: look for ways to tap as many senses  
as you can––for whatever you're writing; wherever it's appropriate. 



 
  
Here's a brief description from a NY Times article, on what life is  
like, in the world's newest nation…South Sudan: 
 
 It has land, and miles of thick forests and fertile jungles, where  
 the trees drip with vines, and branches bend earthward, heavy  
 with fruit. Still, in most villages, there is no electricity, no running  
 water, no metal even. Barefoot boys dusted with the red dirt  
 stirred up by passing trucks sell bottles of honey along the road. 
 
 
The Sense of Smell 
  
For the sense of smell, what could better beckon than this passage  
from Kenneth Grahame's enchanting tale The Wind in the Willows.  
Here, Mole & Ratty are returning to the riverbank, late of a late  
winter's night, and they pass the old home that Moley had abandoned,  
for his new life as a riverbanker; the old home that calls to him with  
its familiar scents:   
 
 We others, who have long lost the more subtle of the physical  
 senses, have not even proper terms to express an animal's  
 intercommunications with his surroundings...and have only  
 the word 'smell,' for instance, to include the whole range of  
 thrills which murmur in the nose of the animal night and day;  
 summoning, warning, inciting, repelling. It was one of those... 
 calls...that suddenly reached Mole in the darkness, making  
 him tingle through and through...He stopped dead in his  
 tracks; his nose searching hither and thither in its efforts to  
 capture the fine filaments...that had so strongly moved him. 
 
 Home! That was what they meant...those soft touches                                          
 that wafted through the air, those invisible little hands  
 hands pulling and tugging...And now it was sending  
 out its scouts and messengers to capture him and  
 bring him home...The home had been so happy  
 with him, too...and was missing him, and wanted  
 him back...and was telling him so, through his nose...  
 The call was clear, the summons plain. 
 
   ------------------------ 
 



Here's a passage from a history manuscript––a chapter on 
early trade in the wide arc from East Africa to Polynesia. Read 
both  versions; then we'll compare: 

Original: Chinese sources of the period refer to the “Southern 
 Ocean," which meant all the waters from the South 
 China Sea to the eastern coast of Africa. 

Rewrite: Chinese sources of the period speak of the “Southern Ocean:” 
  all the waters from the South China Sea to the eastern coast of Africa. 

Documents refer. People speak. 

Original: However, the pioneers who sailed the monsoon winds 
 of the Southern Ocean were neither Africans, Indians, 
 nor Chinese. They were Malays, who inhabited  the  
 numerous islands and mainland of Southeast Asia.  

Rewrite: But the pioneers who sailed the monsoon winds of the Southern 
Ocean...were neither Africans, Indians or Chinese. They were  
Malays: short sturdy men inhabiting the lands & archipelagoes 
of Southeast Asia. 

My take: The passage is about people sailing the monsoon 
winds: action, movement, adventure. By contrast:  

1. the phrase refer to is impersonal. It's not a person
here. The rewrite is a kind of reification (speak of).

2. the word however is formal–it slows the action, while but
(without the comma) adds to the sense of movement;
literally of flow.

3. The same applies to the phrase who inhabited. The -ing
verb lends a greater feeling of movement  (We'll pick up
on verb forms in a few minutes).

4. Numerous is also a formalism.

If you want the reader actually feel what is happening––not just  
read about it––these are the kinds of changes you need to make. 



Here's another contrast, from the same source: 
  

[The Indian Ocean World of the first millennium (100-1000 CE)  
was a vibrant and dynamic world.  The developments that took  
place in the Indian Peninsula not only changed Southern Asia  
but also spread to other areas.]...From the eighth century onwards,  
various characteristics of this process can also be seen in the           
Muslim lands of the Middle East.  By 1200 CE Islam also was  
beginning to have an impact on Christian Europe and the  
Mediterranean world. 
 

 ---> From the eighth century onwards, things that were  
        happening In India–were appearing in the Muslim lands  
        of the Middle East. By 1200 CE Islam's long shadow had  
        begun to spread across Christian Europe and throughout  
        the Mediterranean world.  
 
The Sense of Hearing 
 
How’s this for the sense of hearing: 
 
 The other afternoon, when the house was temporarily quiet, 
I found myself remembering the sounds of my childhood. 
 Missing now is the sound of carpet-sweeper and broom, 
of eggs being beaten with a fork in a platter...the slow tick-tock of 
the grandfather clock at the foot of the stairs. 
 In summer, the slow lop-lop-lop of the ceiling fan, the gentle 
creak of the porch swing. Or the sound of ice being shaved in the kitchen. 
From the street came the clip-clop of the vegetable man's horse, the 
ding-dong of his bell... 
 Today...clocks don't tick-tock any more; they hum endlessly. 
Instead of the broom, there is the whine of a vacuum cleaner, there 
is the higher whine of the mixer. Instead of the gentle creak of the porch 
swing, the roar of the power lawn mower. Instead of the rocking chair 
and soft talk, the blare of television. (Marguerite Johnson, Reader's 
Digest, August 1955, p. 85) 
     
 
Apart from sight––and to a far less extent, of sound––how much  
have we drawn on the other senses, in our writing? The sense of  
smell or taste or touch, for example? 
 
 
 



Have you ever asked yourself: Which senses have become more  
important, and which less important––as a result of modern media? 
Which have we lost touch (hmm) with? 
 
A major part of your job as a writer––no matter what you're  
writing about––is to help your reader see and feel. These are  
the things that lead to understanding. 
 
USE CONCRETE OVER ABSTRACT WORDS 
 
Abstract words are harder to understand than concrete words; they're  
also harder to agree on the meaning of. And...harder to remember.  
It's easier, for example, to picture a hammer than a tool; easier to  
understand limits than parameters. Even the color brown is harder  
to imagine than the color cocoa. The word imagine itself––comes  
from the word image. 
 
USE SENSE VERBS 
 
BOF: Actives & Passive [II.1]. Time & Tense [II.9]. Verbs/Verb It [III.7].  
         The Death of Grammar [III.8]    
The idea of using sense words––applies to verbs. In spades. Where  
possible, choose verbs that help the reader see & hear, taste & touch 
& feel the things you're talking about, whether or not these things can  
be seen or heard...or touched. In fact, the more abstract your topic  
(say, when you're dealing with concepts like functions, meanings, or  
operations), the more interesting and appealing they'll be if you  
combine them with a sense verb. Here are some examples: 
 
• All the great ideas that animate us––freedom, nation, the individual––are 
   in a sense "fictions:" they have no existence in nature. To breathe 
   meaning into such terms, we must imbue them with concrete form... 
 
• Admit it or not, emotions drive most things we do.  
      
• The images were burned into my mind. 
 
• It's  only when you get back from a war that the trauma of it  
  washes over you. 
  
• His words were freighted with meaning. 
 
 



• [At the end of WWI], Britain, working with France, set up monarchies  
  & protectorates [in the Middle East], forging nations out of tribes &  
  sects that littered the Ottoman provinces. 
  
Compare the before-and-afters of these sentences: 
 
Before: It was crucial for the Church to have control of the tithing 
 money coming into the country. 
 
After: It was crucial for the Church to have control of the tithing 
 money flowing into the country. 
 
The second version helps you feel it, not just register it intellectually. 
 
Before: The Pleistocene era was responsible for rock formations along  
   the coastline in northern New England. 
  
After:  In Biddeford Maine, a coastline––twisted into dangerous rock formations  
 from the Pleistocene era––juts out like a chin thrust forward. 
 
The difference: The first sentence has an empty verb (was): it has  
no image behind it. No power. And no feelings of place. The second  
is just the opposite: a verb you can picture (juts out); a simile the  
reader is likely to remember (like a chin thrust forward), and a  
specific location (Biddeford, Maine). 
 
Here's another before-and-after, that popped up while we were  
revising our little book. Read it first; then we'll pick at it a bit: 
 
Before: Rhetorical questions are a feature of speaking, that work 
 equally well in writing. They not only add to the conversational  
 tone, but they get the reader more involved in the material. 
 
After:   Rhetorical questions are a feature of speaking, that work 
            equally well in writing. For one thing, they pull the reader 
            into the text, by setting up a mini-conversation. 
 
Take the sentences: "They...add to the conversational tone" & "They  
get the reader more involved in the material." Maybe not pompous.  
But both are pretty formal. They definitely don't get you more  
involved in the material, do they? (Hmm). Another appeal of the  
rewrite: it uses sense verbs: pull, setting up. And last, it uses a more  
spoken phrase: a mini-conversation. And all for the price of one. 
  ------------------------------------------------ 
We'll circle back to verbs several times, since they're one of the  
things that can really get things crackling.  



        3.2 BON MOTS, MAL MOTS, & HIGH-IMPACT WORDS 
   
Bon Mots   
 
Le bon mot is French for just the right word. It refers to something  
unique or special: an uncommon or original word combination, that  
makes the reading more interesting and appealing. Some verbs  
are also bon mots, like our first two examples below: 
 
• [From a reviewer's comment on a book] Such moments 
   bejewel the memoir.  
 
•  "...smartphones & social networks powered the Arab spring... 
   They are now poised to bring democracy to medicine...The  
   insurgency could not happen soon enough." 
 
  
• Amazon, which collects information on what readers do 
  with the electronic books they buy...not only knows what 
  readers like, but what they don't, at a nearly cellular level. 
  
• He conducts his experiments with an exquisite delicacy.  
  
• "The Germans may be underestimating the political headwinds  
  against the radical reforms they are demanding of France's... 
  Socialist president." 
 
• [From an article on the Chinese government’s promoting  
  Confucianism in China].“On topics ranging from political philosophy  
  to personal ethics, Confucian ideas are gaining new currency"  
 
• “After Garibaldi’s death in 1882, an official national cult did its best for  
    the hero worship, airbrushing away the hero’s biting criticism of the poor,  
    or corrupt government. But his image never lost its incendiary appeal.”  
     
• “The Chinese call it…a harmonized world or a new security concept.  
   But Shi Yinhong of the People’s University in Beijing calls it simply  
   smile diplomacy. Whatever it is called, the calculus behind it is simple… 
   Without encouraging peace & prosperity around China’s long borders,  
   there will be no peace and prosperity at home…This calculus has  
   become increasingly important over time. 
 
• [Re: The idea of progress] "All the high-priests and incense-bearers  
  to whom the creed owed its success––were rationalists" (Bury, The 
  Idea of Progress) 
 



• A reviewer commenting on Boris Pasternak's Doctor Zhivago mentions  
  that the novel: "reads like a requiem for Russian politics and Russian  
  culture... it's no wonder the authorities regarded Pasternak and his novel  
  as anti-Soviet." 
 
• "America's invasion of Iraq released its sectarian demons. 
   (Economist, 5/14/16, p.3) 
 
• [RE: Those farmers who keep their land fertile & healthy] 
  They are incredible stewards of their land. 
 
It takes time to develop le bon mot in your writing. Like so much  
else, you need to read for it. In whatever you read. And keep a  
record of examples when you find them. 
 
Mal Mots 
 
Just as there are appropriate words––words that are just right––so there  
are inappropriate words: those that don't quite fit. Or don't belong at all.  
 
Here's one describing the survivors of a boat that went down at sea–– 
a tragedy filled with emotion. The author captures some of that emotion,  
with the word crazed. But he loses some its force by following it with  
a formalism: 
 
Original: Of the 146 people on the boat, the Argus saved 15, and  
       of those only 10 survived.  The others, crazed from the  
               burning sun, drank seawater and became mad. 
 
   ---> drank seawater and went mad. 
 
Here's another one, that no scholar or popular writer would ever  
be caught writing. Still, I've included it here strictly as a caveat:  
 
 Columbus himself, his ships and crewmates, carried deadly  
 diseases from Europe and unleashed them on the Native  
 people  of the Caribbean islands and eventually on the  
 mainland of America. In addition, he and his gang of thugs  
 perpetrated vicious cruelties and barbaric savagery on the  
 Arawak people of Haiti and Cuba. 
 
 
 
 
 



The passage was from a manuscript for the textbook on a non-Eurocentric  
history of the world. In addition to being inappropriate in its own right,  
we could imagine the audience––American college students––being  
horrified by such a description (his gang of thugs). The mal mots phrase  
is compounded by the inflammatory words (underlined) throughout  
the paragraph above. 
 
A Rewrite: The deadly diseases that Columbus' crew carried with         
      them––decimated native populations, who had no                
      resistance to them. In addition, Columbus and his men          
      inflicted great cruelties on the Arawak people of Haiti and Cuba. 
 
Another that struck me comes from a radio program on NPR, called 
"Voices in the Family," presided over by a very congenial host Dan 
Gotlieb–a psychologist. As the title suggests, it gets into some pretty 
heavy stuff. Yet, Dan refers to it as a show, not a program. It just seems  
that a program often dealing with heavy emotional issues––should not  
be called a show. 
 
Mal mots can be subtle, offensive––without our being aware of them.  
The situation: I had sent a chapter to a friend & colleague, for editing.  
And it was long overdue. My reminder: "Please let me know if you  
are able to manage it." Something was wrong with the phrase. My  
rewrite: "Please let me know if you can get to it." 
 
The difference? The first sentence questions the person's competence.  
The second suggests they're just too busy. 
 
Hi-Impact Words 
 
Forgive us for splitting hairs––that's a danger of wearing more than  
one hat (scholar, writer, editor). But it seems like a useful distinction–– 
though it's probably more a matter of degree. A species of bon mot  
is what you might call hi-impact words: words or phrases that give  
a piece more of a wallop, as in the following:  
 
• "The impulsive and ruthless heroism of the past survives only  
   in the traditional Rajput chivalry" [The Rajputs were a warrior  
   caste of India] (Art historian Ananda Coomaraswamy) 
 



• One could hear the crump of mortars in the distance. 
 
• [The situation: an article on the closing down of several major   
  department store chains. Getting electronic feedback on customers  
  may help some of them recover. But probably not J.C. Penney]   
  "Penney has burned through cash at an alarming rate this year..." 
 
• [From an article on the city of Detroit declaring bankruptcy] "Once  
  started, an (economic) slump can develop a life of its own...Detroit  
  has been doubly battered....Its bankruptcy is the endpoint of a fiscal  
  death spiral ." 
 
• "The preposterous plot of (the film) 'Sharknado' may strike a chord  
   with media bosses who have watched the internet ravage their  
   business over the past decade." 
 
• [The UN's peace plan for the Syrian war focuses on Aleppo]  
   "...once a proud and  bustling metropolis of 3m that has been  
  reduced to a pockmarked carcass of mostly empty buildings." 
 
• In discussing a book on Iraq, a reviewer speaks of the author––an  
  American––who was deployed "to the seething Iraqi town of Halidiyah..." 
  In this one, you can almost see the looks on people's faces. 
 
• [From an article on bank lending in China––where money often goes to  
  inefficient government companies]: "Loans that should have gone to  
  sprightly companies with promising new ideas go instead to corporate zombies." 
 
• Now tech firms are plundering departments of robotics and machine learning...  
   for the highest-flying faculty and students, luring them away with big salaries... 
  
What a difference between: 
 
• The solution has two major problems &  
  The solution has two fatal flaws.  
 
Which one do you think grabs the reader's attention?  
   -------------------- 
Here's another important lesson to learn from the examples we just  
examined: Hi-impact words can come from different parts of speech–– 
verbs, nouns, and adjectives: 
 
• ruthless heroism  (adj.) 
• the crump of mortars (noun) 
• Penney has burned through cash (verb) 
• the endpoint of a fiscal death spiral (noun) 
• the internet has ravaged their business (verb) 



But they evidently hit different things: Neuroscientists report that  
verbs activate parts of the nervous system that control the movements  
actually depicted by the verb. Whew! Nouns and adjectives activate  
corresponding parts of our sensory systems. In other words, while  
verbs work best to create a feeling of action and movement, nouns  
and adjectives have a strong claim on the other senses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.3 IDIOMS. RELIGIOUS, HISTORICAL, & LITERARY ALLUSIONS  
 
BOF: Emphasizers [III.10]. Famous Lines [VIII.4]     
 

Idioms  
 
An idiom is a phrase whose meaning is different from its individual  
words. Idioms take on a figurative meaning all their own, and can  
do some important things if you let them.  
 

An idiom can condense a thought that might take a lot more words  
to explain. This can come in handy when you need to use a long  
sentence and don't have time to expand on one element. As in  
this one: 
 One reason tech firms have found themselves in activists' 
 crosshairs is that, like Apple, some build up big cash piles 
 during the economic downturns and have been slow to 
 use the money. 
 
In this way, it serves as a mini-summary for several sentences––a  
shorthand. How would you explain the following ideas without using  
the idioms; say, to someone whose first language was not English: 
  
• It's very interesting, but let's stay in the moment. 
 
• Some people spend their life chasing the elusive butterfly. 
 
• During the Mobarak era, US policy toward Egypt was on cruise control. 
 
• The Philadelphia school district is in the ringer. 
 
•  New digital technologies are making it possible for some book  
   publishers to return to their roots. 
 
• With the appearance of its new mobile phone, Samsung is  
   going toe-to-toe with Apple. 
 
• Five years in, and the case is long past its shelf life. 
 
• He has a good track record...   
 

You might tweak an idiom slightly: 
  
• I'm busy as a buzzard (Busy as a bee) 

• It's old fedora (It's old hat) (dated)  
• Second things first (the need to get the unimportant out of the way first) 
 
 
 
 



Or build on it. This one's from an article about stress, and the fact  
that all a psychotherapist can sometimes do is explain the different  
schools of thought to a patient, instead of recommending a specific  
course of action: "This is the hand the student of anxiety is dealt.  
But he can pick only one card."  
 
A warning: Like all things, idioms age. Listen for fresher ones.  
Consider using them in place of older ones. For example:  
• It's a piece of cake---> 
  It's a cakewalk. 
 
• He really goofed ---> 
  He really laid an egg. 
 
• They'd rub him out in a moment---> 
  They'd air him out in a moment. 
 
• He' give you the moon---> 
  He'd go through walls for you. 
 
And you never know which ones will last and which won't. What  
odds would you give on these:  
 
• The whole company is on life support. 
• He takes in a lot of information, but he doesn't have a good filter. 
• You have to fit the pieces together by yourself. It never comes  
   already cooked. 

• Cheney's fingerprints were all over the Iraqi war. 

• You never know how many shots are left in the barrel,  
  so make every one count. 
 
A potential problem with idioms:  What you gain in richness, you may  
lose in clarity. Richness adds a literary flavor, plus a certain connection  
with the reader. But idioms can be interpreted in different ways––ways  
you hadn't intended. Idioms are less precise. For this reason, it's  
probably best to use them where precision is not crucial. And best to 
avoid or limit them when your readership includes a fair number of 
nonnative speakers.  
 
Still, culturally speaking, the right choice of idioms helps make you  
an M.O.T.; especially if you're not a native speaker. 
 



An important thing about idioms, for our purposes: They're much more  
common in speech than in writing. Listen to people speaking: in person,  
on radio and TV. And notice how––and how often––they use idioms.  
Just as they enrich a person's conversation, so they can enrich your writing. 
 
Religious, Historical, & Literary Allusions 
 
BOF: Well-known Lines from...[VIII.4]   
 
New idioms sometimes spring from historical & cultural events. Which  
includes just about everything: politics, biblical references, current  
& historical events, films & TV shows. You name it: 
  
 • As conversions go, it was not quite Damascene. But eventually 
   McClaren changed his position from an ardent segregationist, to 
   a grudging acceptance of civil rights. 
 
• [An article on the Sherlock Holmes "industry," & the fact that Conan  
  Doyle kills his hero at one point. But fans demanded the author bring  
  him back. Which he did] "A few years later, Conan Doyle gave in and  
  rolled back the rock..." 
 
• An article about Russia's invasion of Ukraine–speaks of Ukraine's  
   Augean corruption. And about Russia's Potemkin democracy. 
 
• Tahir Square felt like a Woodstock moment. 
 
• [On Nuri-al-Maliki, the Iraqi prime minister at the time] Fearful of a  
  Sunni resurgence & of challenges to his own power, he strangled the  
  institutions of Iraqi democracy in the cradle. [An allusion to the  
  Greek myth of the infant Hercules strangling the serpents in his cradle] 
 
• From a review of a book on the Spanish explorations of the New World:  
  "Arriving in America, the conquistadors suffer biblical afflictions in  
  the form of unbearable heat and hordes of mosquitoes." 
 
• The change wasn't sudden or dramatic. No bells rang out. 
 
• As subhuman as they are, ISIS is a bunch of choir boys––compared 
   to what went on in the Inquisition. 
 
• In writing a letter to a friend about Tools, I described doing the book  
  as: "a true journey of discovery––I mean...a real Magellan." 
 
 
   



And it's true: Since starting the book, I've discovered techniques I  
never knew existed, or never used in my own writing: things that now  
pop out in letters to friends. Or in everyday conversation. The experience  
has truly enriched my own writing. And my own language. And it can  
enrich yours–if you let it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 



3.4  FOLKWORDS & LATINISMS. FOREIGN WORDS & PHRASES  
  
Folkwords have their place in the repertoire; especially when it comes  
to humor. They're a stock-in-trade of such genres as journalism and  
popular articles, and pop up in trade books of all kinds. 
 
Folkwords–especially Yiddishisms–are common in American English: 
• Express you inner schmuck 
• It's time to stop futzing around 
• Don't be a shmoe 
• It's a lot of schlock (also the name of a film) 
• He's a klutz. He’s a putz. 
• Some people are always kvetching about something. 
• I'm doing the Descartes thing: I schlepp; therefore, I am.  
• It’s just not kosher. 
• It’s a lot of drek. 
• They really got shtupped. 
 
Even the word chutzpah often appears in The Economist––published  
in the UK and widely-read in the U.S.  This wouldn't happen if they  
didn't feel it was well-enough known to the general educated American  
reading public. Once you get attuned to them, as in other things we've  
been preaching, you'll start to find them everywhere.  
 
Latinisms. Latinisms also have their place; plus what's sometimes  
called mock Latinisms: 
• carpe diem 
• caveat emptor 
• ex cathedra 
• magnum opus 
• mea culpa 
• modus operandi 
• nolo contendere 
• pro bono 
• reductio ad absurdum  
• sub rosa 
• sui generis 
• illegitimis non carborundum ("Don't let the bastards get you down.") 
• non pishto contravento ("Don't pee against the wind") 
 
 
  



As well as adding a touch of humor, some Yiddishims or Latinisims  
can make a strong statement less offensive than the Anglo-Saxon 
version, and can serve as euphemisms (as we'll see in our Chapter  
on Euphemisms). 
 
Foreign Words & Phrases  
 
Foreign words & phrases add their own special touch. For example,  
think of how many foreign words you know–––for money (dinero,  
wampum, bucks, shekels, pesos, dinars, gelt, yen). And of a few  
situations where you've heard them or used them yourself. Some  
foreign words and phrases may express an idea or a feeling better  
than English does (all languages have holes), and we often use  
them for this reason. Foreignisms can be a less offensive way of  
expressing strong emotions; they're easier on the ear. Some things  
actually gain in translation.  
 
Americans draw a lot from French and Spanish:    
 
French: Je ne sais quoi ("She just has that...I don't how to put it...),  
Je ne sais pas, honi soit qui mal y pense (Evil to he who thinks evil),  
C'est la vie, Votre santé, Bon appetit , merde, coupe de grace.  
Eminence grise, Bon chance, femme fatale, Aprez vous, faux pas 
 
Spanish: sympatico, hermano, dinero, mañana, Adios, amigo; Que 
pasa? salud, loco, poco a poc;, macho; Que sera sera (also a song  
title); diablo; cojones 
 
Italian: Ciao, Mama mia, Arrivaderci, mafioso, paparazzi 
  
German: Wie getz, strictly verboten, blitzkrieg, realpolitik, kaput, 
zeitgeist, leitmotif 
 
Russian: Czar, apparatchiks: 
 
• [From a recent New Yorker article describing the promoting of Confucianism  
  in China. In addition to the euphemism, the line is dripping with satire]: "Soon  
  the word "harmony" was on the billboards & in television commercials and  
  intoned by the apparatchiks. 



 
Sanskrit: Mantra, Nirvana, samsara, maya, karma, ashram, Brahmin 
 
Plus dribs and drabs from other tongues: zen, sayonara (Japanese);  
Inshallah (Arabic) a Mecca (for...), Al-hamdu lillah 
 
Some of these have become so common, we hardly think of them  
as foreignisms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  3.5    ACRONYMS. COWBOYISMS & COININGS.   
                      KING JAMESIANSMS & VARIANT SPELLINGZ 
 

                                              
 
                Every word was a new word the first time it was uttered 
   
Acronyms. Acronyms perform loads of duties: as humor & satire;  
as euphemisms and "softeners:"  
 
• "The audience went for the recent comedy "Last Vegas," which  
   is about three AARP-appropriate Brooklyn guys from the old  
   neighborhood." (Humor) 
  
• AR (anal retentive) 
• ASAP 
• BS 
• LGBT 
• PC (politically correct) 
• RINOs (Republicans in Name Only) (Satire) 
• RIP (also a euphemism) 
• SOB  
 
Cowboyisms: galoot, critters, varmints, palaver, loping along, to ride herd 
 
• When you have lots of people all contributing chapters to a book,  
  you've really got to ride herd on them. 
 
• The cavalry arrived just in time. 
 
King Jamesianisms. If you need a more elegant or somber or even a lighter  
touch, try using words or endings found in the King James Bible (written in  
Early Modern English); like: -eth (Speaketh not of such things); thee/ thy/  
thou/thyself (Mark thee well); lest  (lest ye be turned into an eggplant); or  
"Hast thou forgotten?" Or for a gentle reminder: "It ticketh on." "It may come  
to pass." “He was to the manor born.” He ne'er returned to his love so fair...” (From  
the song  “A Taste of Honey”). Especially common at the time of the King  
James writers––were inverted sentences (like the one you just read).  



Coinings 
 
We sometimes take a word––English or foreign––and coin a new one  
from it; simply by changing the spelling. Or by adding a new ending.  
Some examples: ignorati, glitterati, hopium, delicit (a combination of  
delicious and illicit): 
 
• Over the years of my refusenik activities, I had occasion to meet  
  with many top political figures who came to Moscow from the West. 
  
• I'm always 3x5ing (writing things down on 3x5 cards). 
 
• Try not to spend too much of your life among the ignorati. 
 
• An Economist article referred to the Central Asian republics as 
   a collection of kleptocracies. 
 
• In the yin-ness and yang-ness of things, we are complete. 
 
•  Reasonably spaced, the use of all these techniques allow  
   the reader time to absorb one delectation before he comes  
   across another. 
 
• Russia seems to be run by spooks and oiligarchs. 
 
• skabillion, gigundis (gigantic+gundis [whatever you want to call it]) 
 
• Man is a restless animal. It's more accurate to call him hobo sapiens. 
  Or to judge from his behavior throughout history: homo homocidus. 
 
Notice that coinings all build on the foundation of a common word,  
but tweak it in some way. The common root helps anchor the word  
in memory, while its eccentricity makes it stand out. 
 
Coinings can also reveal connections you've never thought of, and  
in that way, add a creative element to the language. As in the title  
of Philadelphia's 2014 Flower Show: Articulture––combining art &  
horticulture.  
 
Or words like hopium & foodies, emotionalize & frenemies, 
oiligarchs & skabillion. When a usual idiom has lost its force (like  
writer’s block, try for a new word, like authoritis. 



How's this for a hint: If you want to make a name for yourself, invent 
a new vocabulary for the field. It worked for Marshall McLuhan. 
 
 
Variant Spellingz 
 
Variant spellings can catch the eye, the ear...and the tongue; for  
whatever reasons you may want to do that: either to slow the reader  
down, or make them reflect for a moment. You know––that: "Hmm."  
Or "Mhm." Some examples: 
• kulture 
• UK spellings: humour, organisation 
• crucifictions (blasphemous) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                           3.6 EUPHEMISMS 
  
BOF: Humor [II.7]. Satire [II.8]. Understatement [III.9]. Ambiguity [VIII.5] 
 
Euphemisms are a good way of criticizing or making a strong statement,  
without being too offensive. Here are a few from Tools & other sources: 
 
• Instead of breaking various parts of your anatomy trying to       
  "scientifize" your writing, look for ways to humanize it. 
 
• Watch your sphincters, gentlemen. 
 
• There are many worthies out there––still trying to prove that the world  
   is flat. 
 
•  He's a hemorrhoid.  

•  Sooner or later, you're bound to step in it. 

•  So much for that, my arboreal friend. 
 
• There was a Byzantine emperor who was so hated by his people,  
  that they nick-named him Coproliticus. 
 
• In a book interview about Duke Ellington, the author was asked  
  about Ellington's endless womanizing. His reply: "Ellington wrote  
  a song called "Warm Valley.' We're not talking about geography.  
  And, well...let's leave it at that." 
 
•  "Kissing the king's ring." Said of Governor Chris Christie of New  
   Jersey after his early endorsement Donald Trump for President. 
 
• He’s an excrementalist. 
 
 
Here's a few more rounds from Herr's Dispatches: 
 
 [Describing a dying Vietnamese soldier brought into an  
 American base]: He opened his eyes briefly and looked  
 back at us, he tried to smile...then it left him. I'm sure he  
 didn't even see us the last time he looked. 
 
 [About a soldier stationed at Khe Sanh before it became  
 a hell-hole]: long before a single round had ever fallen  
 inside the perimeter to take off his friends. 
 
Of course, euphemisms can be carried too far. Not properly constrained,  
they can still be too offensive, as in this bumper sticker, that proclaimed:  
"Go reproduce thyself." 



 
Euphemisms are especially useful when you want to use a very strong 
word, but the Anglo-Saxon version isn’t appropriate. EG: 
• shit--->excrement--->ordure--->coprolitic---> guano--->offal--->Holy shitaki 
• fuck--->to sleep with someone--->have intercourse--->copulate---> 
  --->fecundate 
• snot--->mucous 
• asshole---> anus--->sphincter--->gluteus maximus 
 
I'm not sure where you'd use the following. But for what it's worth, here's a  
little trick I use (rarely) when I want to preserve a shred of diplomacy but  
still let the receiver of the message know my true feelings: I leave in my  
original wording, but run a  strikethrough across it. Then, follow it with the  
rewrite. For example, in sending a critique of a manuscript to an Editorial  
Director, on a work I felt very strongly about, I said: 

 In short, the manuscript is  a piece of shit.  strictly substandard. 
 
When does a euphemism become a rationalization? EG, a lot of countries  
run by dictators & near-dictators––are described by the media as having  
authoritarian governments when they are really dictatorships. Could it be  
because the press doesn't want to be barred from the country in reprisal?  
A more recent euphemism is fake news, a subtle PR ploy for what has  
always been called propaganda. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
       3.7  VERBS: VERBING/VERB IT. A LESSON IN CREATIVITY  
         
BOF: Actives & Passives [II.1]. Time & Tense [II.9]. Sense Verbs [III.1].    
The Death of Grammar [III.8]     
  
What we said before about le bon mot––applies to verbs. In spades!  
Verbs, especially action & sense verbs, can be more dynamic and  
inviting than other parts of speech. As we saw earlier, they can lighten  
up heavy information and make it easier to digest.  
 
When we perform some kind of action, it activates a certain part of  
the brain (the sensory cortex). Evidently, reading or using verbs for  
that action––stimulates those same parts of the brain. (Peter  
LaFreniere & Glenn Weisfeld. Ed’s. Evolutionary Science. Ch.6.) 
 
The right verb can make or break a sentence or a thought. See what  
it does for this piece of political analysis: 
 
 Angela Merkel, Germany's chancellor, blamed peers in  
 Washington for not having regulated the hedge funds   
 more rigorously. European banks saw the crisis as their  
 chance to get one up on the American banks that had  
 dominated international finance. Barclays quickly pounced  
 on the carcass of Lehman Brothers. (Economist) 
 
In this case, an action verb (pounced) is joined to a figure of  
speech reification, that we'll catch up with in Part VIII. Here are  
a few more examples; some, with a slight literary flavor, but all  
from nonfiction writing, including journalism––that represents  
some of the best in modern writing: 
 
• "Of books that could be read where they might be most enjoyed,  
   this one would be saved for a bleak day at Mont Saint-Michel,  
   with the high tide rolling gray against the rocks." 
 
  
• "Masters of Cathay, the Tungusic barbarians proceeded to  
  drive back the Chinese who had invoked  them." 
 
 
• “The road left the river and lifted among grey boulders” (Colin Thubron) 
 



 
• [Re: the potential effect of the Afghan war, on the other Central Asian 
   nations] "The situation in Afghanistan remains very unstable, with  
   prospects of renewed conflict, which could bleed into their region,  
   in terms of refugees––as well as warlordism and drug trafficking."   
        (Ahmed Rashid, in New York Review of Books). 
 
• In a book review discussing specialists in Roman history, the reviewer  
  describes one modern author, who “distilled the insights of Tacitus's  
  Latin into lapidary prose." (Notice the great modifier as well). 
 
Notice these before and afters: 
 
Before: The standard criticism of Nixon's victories is that they involved... 
 an opportunistic annexation of racist white Southern Democrats  
 who had been left no outlet when the national Democratic Party  
 embraced civil rights. 
 
After: The standard criticism of Nixon's victories is that they involved... 
          an opportunistic annexation of racist white Southern Democrats  
          who had been orphaned when the national Democratic Party  
          embraced civil rights. 
 
Before:  After shrinking close to seven percent in 1998 because  
  of the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997, the South Korean  
 economy quickly recovered; the GDP growth rate was  
 9.5% in 1999 and 8.5% in 2000. 
 
After:     After shrinking close to seven percent in 1998 because of  
  the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997, the South Korean economy  
  roared back: the GDP growth rate hitting 9.5% in 1999 and  
  8.5% in 2000. 
 
Okay, you're right: Some of our high-impact words are also verbs; they  
could fit in either category. But remember: this is not a scholarly treatise.  
It's a handbook, a how-to book; two people sitting at opposite ends of  
a log, talking. That's what learning's all about. One distinction, though: 
high-impact words can come from any part of speech (nouns, modifiers),  
while verbs are...well...verbs. 
 
 
 
 
 



Verbing/Verb It 

When you have a choice of a verb or noun form of a word, it's usually 
best to choose the verb. Verbs can be much more dynamic, more  
appealing; sometimes even clearer. Some examples: 

Before: The next chapter will consider ways the science teacher 
can support students in the effective acquisition of vocabulary. 

After: The next chapter will consider ways the science teacher 
can help students learn vocabulary more effectively. 

A person being interviewed recently on NPR––used the word sanitization. 
Remember the verb form, that we just saw in the sentence on  
Garibaldi ("an official national cult did its best to sanitize the hero  
worship, airbrushing away the hero’s biting criticism of the poor").  
It works nice as a verb. As a noun, it falls flat. 

Another way in: Look for verbs that have a unique relationship with 
their subject (or their object): verbs that have never been used with 
them before: 
• “The oars whispered through the water as they slipped across 

the narrow  harbor.” (Mishima, 29)

• "A rose shattered and he picked up the pieces." (Capote)
• The train toiled over this infinity like a snail. (RL Stevenson)
• The plane chalked a thin white line across the sky.
• As each nail thudded into place, Mr. Shaeffer thought... 

And finally (but there never really is a finally): Keep an eye out for 
verbs that are made from other parts of speech: verbs that have  
never been verbs before: 
• “The thin, clear winter light silvered the bridges of their noses” (Mishima)
• The shadows zebrad through blinds and spread across the floor.

A Lesson in Creativity 
BOF: Paraphrasing: From Paraphrase to Elegance [III .11] 

Here's one way to create a new animal: When a thought first comes  
to mind, we usually write it down as a simple sentence, with a simple 
verb. Take the meaning of the word and look for something with a  
similar meaning, but from a totally different field. Whew! Some 
examples, please: 



 
A reviewer was writing a piece on a recently published short story  
collection by Balzac. He spoke of the many different lifetimes that  
the stories examined: 
 
 Many alternative lifetimes spring from the pages  
 of La Comédie Humaine. 
 
It's not likely this was the first verb that came to mind, for describing  
the process. My bet is it went something like this:  
 
 are portrayed in--->emerge from-->spring from  
 
Or imagine these sentences coming to their final form: 
 
 The images remained vivid in my mind---> 
 were impressed on--->engraved on--->     
 The images were burned into my mind. 
 
 His words were full of meaning---> 
 filled with--->rich with--->overflowed with---> 
 
 His words were freighted with meaning 
 
 Libyan MiGs have to be forced back into Libyan  
    territory by French Jaguar fighters --->  
    
 Libyan MiGs have to be spooked back into  
 Libyan territory by French Jaguar fighters. 
 
 The 1870 conflict between France and Prussia  
 began the Franco-Prussian War.  
 --->resulted in  Franco-Prussian War. 
           
 --->ignited the Franco-Prussian War. 
   
The process can work for any part of speech. Here's one that came  
to me while I was revising a sentence later in the book; from Chapter 
 V.10, entitled Snip Snip, that deals, naturally, with cutting out words  
& phrases that don't work. The sentence 
 
 A small but serious offender in the process of snip snip... 
 
became: 
 
 A small but serious offender in the origami of snip snip... 
 
 
 
 



Here are two more from the book, that morphed the same way: 
 
• You can use typographic marks, such as: = or ~ for equals  
  or the same as. Also, &, or +. And of course, we already  
  use such symbols as: $, %, and º. 
 
   --->symbols---> typographic scratching--->such glyphs as... 
 
• Recently there's been an outpouring of hyphenated words,  
  even in well-known publications like The New Yorker & The  
  New York Times.  
 
   ---> well-known--->outstanding--->marquee publications 
 
Empty Verbs  
 
An empty verb is a cover term for critters like these: [i] a two- or three- 
word phrase where a one-word verb would do;  [ii] phrases with weak  
verbs like make or do as the first word; [iii] overusing be as a main  
verb; and of course, [iv]  there is and there are. Notice the examples: 
 
• It is difficult to make a choice  between them. 
   It is difficult to choose  between them. 
 
• The analysis involves a comparison between  two sets of data 
   The analysis compares      two sets of data. 
 
• We are working on the improvement of     operations. 
   We are working on improving         operations.  
 
• The focus of the paper is on changes affecting mothers of young children. 
  The paper focuses            on changes affecting mothers of young children. 
 
• There are three primary pedagogies that we will address in this Introduction. 
 
   --->We'll be addressing three primary pedagogies in this Introduction.  
         [We also got rid of the that] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.8  THE DEATH OF GRAMMAR: A NOUN IS A VERB 
IS AN ADJECTIVE  

BOF: Actives & Passive [II.1]. Time & Tense [II.9]. Sense Verbs [III.1]. 
          Verbs/Verb It [III.7]. Texture [III.9]. 

With the invention of printing and the printing press, language started to  
become more "regularized:" Printers & pundits started to formulate rules 
for grammar, for spelling, for punctuation. Modern English, with the help  
of digital media, has broken free from some of those rules, and has  
become much more creative. One of the things that unshackles English 
is that it doesn’t have cases (like German) or genders (like French and  
Spanish). 

And so almost any part of speech can become almost any other part  
of speech: nouns can become verbs, verbs can become nouns,  
prepositional phrases can become modifiers. This is a tremendous  
resource. And what keeps us from using it––is more a matter of tradition 
than lack of creativity. Here are some examples of how writers take  
advantage of the technique: 

• "Hope is fed by a kind of through-the-looking-glass notion    (prepositional phrase
   that just because one hunts for something, it must be there"      as modifier) 
   (Henry Lee Smith, Language habits in human affairs) 

• "There was a group of Australian army officers baritoning  (a noun as a verb) 
'Waltzing Matilda'" (Capote)

• Along the wharves a nicotine-stained morning lifting slowly (noun+verb as
  off the river.  modifier) 

• "...the loud-playing phonograph and martini-laughter"           (both adj+verb & 
 (Capote again)  noun, as modifiers) 

• The plan isn't all that Buck Rogers. (noun phrase as 
  a modifier) 

• Bells and the struck flint of horses hoofs.              (verb as a modifier) 



Tricks with Verbs   
 
Forgive me for slipping into grammarese here, but it's the best way  
of describing this little trick. As long as we think of grammar as a  
description & not a prescription (like cod liver oil), it offers wonderful  
insights. Anyhow, here we go. 
 
Verbs tend to be transitive (they take an object), intransitive (they  
don’t), or linking verbs: be verbs and be-type verbs like seem & become.  
Some verbs are normally used as both transitives or intransitives––like  
“He ran fast” (intransitive) or "He ran the ball back” (transitive). The trick  
of this trick is to use a verb in one of the forms it hasn't been used before.  
 
The most creative use of the technique is using a transitive or intransitive  
verb as a linking verb. Here are some examples. Let’s use the following 
abbreviations: TV for transitive verbs, IV for intransitive, and LV for  
linking verbs. We saw the first one a few pages ago, but we didn't get  
into this aspect of it: 
 
• "Of books that could be read where they might be most enjoyed,  
   this one would be saved for a bleak day at Mont Saint-Michel,  
   with the high tide rolling gray against the rocks." (IV à LV) 
 
• On a river without water, a lotus flower floats, while gazelles  
   leap silver in the moonless night (IV à LV)  
 
• "He passed the butcher shop, where the carcasses hung golden  
   yellow in the open window" (Hemingway) (TV/IV à LV) 
 
• Patna, India 5am. Wild geese cry the dawn. (IV à TV) 
 
• [On the lost world of the African bushman] “True, their fire is dying,  
   and the ruby coals are blown silver with the ashes of time” (Notice 
   that the verb blow is normally TV or IV. Here it shifts into passive  
   and is used as a linking verb, to create the unforgettable image)  
   (Lawrence Van der Post, Lost World of the Kalahari ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.9  TEXTURE 
 Don't tell me the moon is shining;        
show me the glint of light on broken glass 

    (Chekhov) 

BOF: Appealing to the Senses (III.1). The Death of Grammar (III.8). 
         ~ Details, modifiers. 

We’ve seen earlier that too many details can bog the reader down–– 

bedevil them. But where there are devils, there are invariably angels. 

Some details bring a richness to your writing; especially when those  

details engage the senses. 

Modifiers 

Look for places to add texture, or modifiers, to your writing. Let's  
examine a few passages from books and articles––passages that 
do a nice job adding texture. And analyze some of them: 

The first two are from a journalist's report on the route of China's 
new bullet train: 

It climbs to oxygen-starved altitudes and then descends to the 
edge of the Gobi desert for a final sprint of several hundred  
windblown kilometers across a Martian landscape. 

In a sense, it's almost too much of a good thing––too many vivid images. 
But then, it's part of an opener: the opening lines of the article, that are  
designed to draw the reader in. We'll examine openers in Part VI; they're 
an important part of the mix. 

This one appears later on in the same article: 

[The line] then opts for a far tougher route through the 
snowy Qilian mountains before re-entering Gansu  
48km later and picking up the old trail into Xinjiang. 

One commentator wrote about the metastasizing threat of ISIS. 
Double-barreled here: First, he's choosing a word from a completely 
different field. Second, that field is cancer, with the idea of the 
disease (ISIS) continually spreading. 



Notice in the next passage––how changing two modifiers brings the  
sentence alive: 
 
 A writer named Giannozzo Manetti, in an angry a blistering  
 response to Pope Innocent III’s De miseria humane conditionis  
 (The Miserable State of Mankind), wrote a heavily read wildly- 
 popular book De dignitate et excellentia hominis libri IV  (On  
 the Dignity and Excellence of Man). 
 
A caution, though: Too many hi-intensity words too close together,  
and you spill over into melodrama, which, as we'll see, is the kiss  
of death for good writing. 
 
This next piece is from a student's assignment: The student is  
tutoring a non-native speaker—a friend of hers—for the driving test.  
Her assignment included describing the setting where she was doing 
the tutoring. Nothing more: 
    The Driving Test   

 We start our "driving" lesson in the spacious living room. It is evening,  
and much of the furniture is obscured by the quickly gathering shadows  
 in the corners. Two metal gooseneck floor lamps create warm and bright  
 pools of light on the area we are working in. Both of us are preparing for  
the lesson; spreading our materials on a bulky, sturdy, old-fashioned table  
 that takes up half the space in the living room. The table is covered with   
an off-white table cloth delicately embroidered with square patterns. This  
finery is "protected" with several thick transparent plastic layers. A metal  
 vase with dusty artificial lilies-of-the-valley claims the center of the table.                         
I have to move it to one end, in order to clear a space for the model of the                
intersection and other paraphernalia we are going to work with tonight. 
 

  There are two old fashioned cupboards of dark wood filled with silver and         
  gold-colored utensils, different shapes of goblets gleaming and reflecting  
  the lamplight; small figurines of dancing girls, family photographs, a solid  
  green–stone frog, assorted cups, pitchers, candle holders, ceramics, old  
   golden clocks, a tiny wooden clepsydra.... 

 
  No one else is in the house. The traffic outside rumbles past. The chairs we are  
  sitting in make slight cracking sounds. Mallika is leafing through the driver's            
  manual; I am looking at the lesson plan. At last I start—with an explanation of              
  tonight's agenda. Mallika is listening to what I am saying; her eyebrows set  
  tightly, creating a small fold across her forehead. 



 

And by the way, English is the writer's fourth language; not her first.  
 
If we hadn't boldfaced some of the modifiers, you might not even  
notice them. But they affect us. See also how casting the description  
in the present tense––gives the writing a greater sense of immediacy:  
you almost feel you're there––sitting in the living room. We got that  
earlier, in the description of the ill-fated Arab Spring.  
 
In my notebooks, I keep a section on diction, that includes––among  
other items––imaginative ways of describing physical things like  
colors; fields, plains & mountains; seasons; suns, moons, & stars; 
rivers, rain, snow, & water; trees, plants, & growth. 
 
I'm not suggesting you go this far, since the concerns of expository  
writing normally lie elsewhere. But situations arise––when such  
descriptions can add a moment's magic touch to whatever you're  
writing about. How about a few hors d'oeuvres: 
 
Colors 
 
• The evening sun against the old stone wall, turning it golden  
    gray, the color of sea relics. 
 
• The ski slopes took on pewter shadows in the late afternoon. 
 
• The warehouses on the wharves, green with the patina of Roman villas. 
 
Seasons 
 
• The hammered bronze of autumn beating its way through the trees  
   outside my window. 
 
• Spring enters the house in moss green slippers. 
 
• Wizened trees and the April sun shaving the gray beard of winter. 
 
Suns, Moons, & Stars 
 
• The sun hurrying across the rain-soaked road like a tired  
   long-distance runner. 
 
• The moon was a hammock. 
 
• The quarter moon––a smile without a face. 
 
• The enameled stars 



Weakeners   

Ask yourself: Does the modifier add information to the word it's modifying? 
Does it make the word stronger or weaker? If it's weaker, then it doesn't  
belong. Compare: 

By placing man in the center of the universe––instead of God––the 
new way of thinking in Florence was somewhat revolutionary. 

---> By placing man in the center of the universe––instead of God–– 
 the new way of thinking in Florence was revolutionary. 

The author's talking about an exciting period of history. The word 
"somewhat" just punctures her balloon.  

And they're not obvious. Let's call them weakeners (since it's easier 
to talk about something if it has a name). Weakeners hide out in all 
sorts of places, as in the following examples from Tools. We deleted 
the crossed-out boldfaced words from the final version: 

• As we said back at the start of the book earlier, too many details 
can bog the reader down...Certain kinds of details can bring a 
richness to your writing.

• Do you know, for example, how many metaphors you've used in 
the most recent piece you've written? What kinds of emphasizers 
you tend to rely on?

• You may be writing for more than one kind of audience––a primary, 
a secondary, perhaps a third; without even being aware of it. 

Underwriting 

BOF: Humor [II.7]. Satire Irony, & Parody [II.8]. Euphemisms III.6]. 
          ~ Understatement. 

Underwriting, or Understatement, deals with ways of toning down  
material that might otherwise sound too dramatic, egocentric; or  
perhaps offensive. The British tend to be better at it than Americans, 
who, as we've seen, are often given to hyperbole & exaggeration. 

It brings to mind the story of two mountain climbers––one American, 
the other British; both of who had scaled Mt. Everest, and who had  
been interviewed by the press. The American's reply to the reporter's  
question "How did you manage it?"  



"It was tough. I spent years training. Lots of sweat. 
And the climb itself: Some bruised limbs. Nearly 
ran out of oxygen...But we did it." 

The Englishman's reply: 

"Oh, nothing." 

Some sources of humor we looked at earlier––can be used for  
understatement; e.g., the euphemisms in our earlier passage on  
child-rearing practices of the Tiwi in Northern Australia, explaining  
how the young girls are entrusted to older men, to train and introduce  
them to the intimacies of life. Likewise, young boys are given over to  
the care of the older women, who, initiate them into the world of dating 
and mating: 

The older men are thus renewed, at a time when they most 
need renewing. Likewise, the older women, who also enjoy  
the fruits of their labors.   

Another example: this line from Alan Moorehead's book The Fatal 

Impact, about the Europeans' affect on the South Seas: 

 Like Capri in the Mediterranean, Tahiti had a quality of lushness 
 combined with the sudden unexpected grandeur that set it quite 
 apart,  and it would not have been unreasonable to have 
 described it as the most beautiful island in the world.” 

Or this one, at the time of Putin's invasion of Ukraine, and the cover-ups 
used by his PR men, over the shooting down of the Malaysian airliner: 

"No one would ever accuse Mr. Putin of being 
a great defender of truth." 

Here's another: In reviewing a book on the history of the birth-control 
pill, the reviewer discusses some of the fierce political controversies  
that have come from it & have lasted till today. She states: "Then, as  
now, the biological problem was largely solved; all that remained  
was (the) politics." Interestingly, she boldfaces the whole sentence, 
& separates it from the rest of the text; turning it into both a summary 
and an emphasizer: 

Then, as now, the biological  
problem was largely solved; all  
that remained was (the) politics. 



For a final shot, here are two lines from an Economist obit on the 
publisher George Weidenfeld: “English diffidence eluded him... 
Though not short of enemies, he did not bear grudges.” 

Overwriting ~ Exaggeration ~ Hyperbole 

BOF: Overkill [X.9] 
          ~ Overwriting. Exaggeration. Overstating. Hyperbole. Melodrama 

Another word for overwriting––is melodrama. We've borrowed the  
term from the world of fiction, but it applies equally to nonfiction  
writing, though in less obvious ways. Basically, it involves using  
dramatic words or phrases or figures of speech––in a dramatic  
situation; or in more formal writing, when working with dramatic or  
emotion-charged material. Here’s an example from a ms. on world history: 

[The triangular trade in opium worked something like this:  
British & American merchants bought tea from Turkey &  
India, & shipped it to China, where they sold it for huge  
profits.] This ruined the economies of India, China and  
Turkey, who were all subjugated to British and European 
imperial domination. 

The passage uses three dramatic words to make its point. This 
pushes it toward a polemic & away from history. 

A while ago, we looked at Van der Post's description of the African 
bushman, that goes on to talk about some of their ancient cave  
paintings: “True, their fire is dying, and the ruby coals are blown silver  
with the ashes of time.” My original comment was that his tweaking  
the verb––helped create "this incredible image." But the situation was  
already dramatic––it didn't need a dramatic word to describe it. So I  
rephrase it: "to create this unforgettable image." 

I filched another example; this time from our chapter on Punctuation. 
While rereading the original, I realized I had committed one of the  
cardinal sins: hyperbole. I left the apologies in. This seemed like a  
little trick you might find useful in your own writing: 



 
 Poor punctuation can turn a piece of writing into total gibberish  
 (We exaggerate for effect. But only slightly). Punctuation can  
 be crucial in mathematical notation, where a misplaced comma  
 can render a formula unintelligible (Whoops. We did it again.  
 How about: virtually unintelligible?). 
 
This way, I was able to exaggerate, but still make it believable. 
  
As Americans, we're given to overstating––in speaking and writing  
(great, fantastic, humungous). If everything is great, then nothing 
stands out. This contrasts with traditional British understatement.  
And brings to mind an old humorosity about a conference on the  
elephant, & how the titles of the papers––characterize the authors'  
nationalities. Naturally, the German paper is called Biographia  
Elephantia; the French paper: The Love Life of the Elephant; the  
British paper: Elephant Hunting. And the American paper. Which,  
of course, is called Bigger and Better Elephants. 
 
Softeners   
 
BOF: ~ Persuasion 
 
Sometimes a strong, in-your-face statement can turn people off; resulting  
in the just the opposite of what you're trying to accomplish: to prove,  
to persuade, to bring someone round to your point-of-view. One debate  
coach makes a useful distinction between persuading & winning: 
 
 Winning typically means another party is feeling the sting  
 of a loss, motivating them to continue the fight, and possibly  
 even seek revenge. Whereas persuasion offers the opportunity  
 to have your position examined, evaluated. And, if accepted,  
 results in lasting change that helps you achieve your goal  
 without making an enemy. 
 
Presenting your idea in a gentler more tentative way––can be more  
convincing; giving the reader the choice of...thinking about it, making  
up their own mind. Here are some ways of doing it: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. mild imperatives: "Consider these alternatives and decide  
    which one you prefer." 
 
    Or rephrasing an imperative. Instead of this: "Don't assume it will  
    always work," try this: "You can't assume it will always work." 
 
2. word choices. What's the difference, say, between breaking 
    a contract and terminating a contract? Breaking it is more 
    confrontational. Terminating leaves a little room open for discussion. 
 
Compare these four. Each phrase makes the statement a little softer: 
 
• I don't know if you noticed... 
• You may not have noticed... 
• You may have noticed... 
• You've probably noticed...  
  
3. certainty or probability: using auxiliary words like: may, might,  
    could, possible, probably  ("It's just possible..." "There's a good  
    chance..." "You might want to..."). 
 
In a letter to a colleague, I changed a phrase, to make it more  
complimentary and less potentially offensive: 
 
     If you haven't ready it, On the outside chance you haven't already  
      read it, check out Edward Hall's Understanding Cultural Differences. 
 
So subtle these things can be. 
 
4. Sometimes a negative phrasing can soften a statement: "The 
    Republicans are not in favor of extending unemployment  
    insurance." [This one by a reporter. Saying they were against  
    it––could easily be taken as a partisan political position] 
 
Here’s a quick-&-dirty list of softeners: 
• My sense is that... 
• It seems to me that... 
• I find that/I've found that... 
• It strikes me that... 
• It might just be that...(probability) 
• It could be that... probability) 
• As I understand it... 
• From what I've seen... 



                          3.10 EMPHASIZERS       
 
BOF: Idioms [III.3]. Sentence Fragments [V.5]. Punctuation [V.9]. Repetition [VIII.1] 
~ Intensifiers 
 
Think of emphasizers as words or phrases, typographic marks or  
Visuals––that say: "Pay attention; this is important." Let's examine 
some of the many ways of emphasizing information. 
 
Here’s a short list of typographic emphasizers: 
• Boldface 
• Color 
• Italics 
• Caps 
• Underlining 
• Quotation Marks 
• Dashes & Ellipses  
• Repetition 
 
TYPOGRAPHICS 
 
Boldface. Consider boldfacing or italicizing key words. They help in  
remembering and understanding. Boldface is better-remembered,  
and makes it easier for the reader to find the item. Many textbooks  
use boldfaced words, as key terms for short quizzes on chapters. 
  
Acronyms. Have you ever found yourself needing to look back in the  
text for the meaning of an acronym, and having trouble finding it?  
Don't let that happen to your readers. The best way to avoid it is to  
boldface the acronym when it first appears, and put it in parentheses  
if it follows the spelled-out version; e.g., The International Arctic  
Council (IAC).  
 
Italics. Italicizing a word helps it stand out, but not as strongly as  
boldfacing. In mathematics texts, it's best to italicize an a (as  
algebraic expression) when it appears on its own. Otherwise,  
it can easily be read as the word a. E.G.: 
 
 



 "When we stated the rule for solving equations of this type,  
 we didn't say: add the opposite of the number on the left side.  
 We said: add the opposite of a where a is the number on the  
 same side of the equal sign..." 
 

We normally emphasize certain words when we speak. Reading 
specialists point out that we tend to subvocalize when we read:  
pronouncing words unconsciously. Italics are probably the best  
way to emphasize those words in writing.  
 
This helps ensure that your meaning comes through more clearly: 
 
 We’ve definitively shown that it's better to target high-risk  
 people, not high risk germs. 
 
CAPs. Capitalizing the first letter of a  word–can change its meaning  
radically. Here's the quote from Dickens, that we saw earlier (I've  
added the boldface):  
 It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the  
 age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch  
 of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of  
 Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of  
 hope, it was the winter of despair.  
 
Why did Dickens capitalize the first letters of the two words? We can’t  
be sure what the dickens the author meant by it. But judging from their  
context (& the following phrases), it was probably to emphasize  
their figurative––more emotional––connotations. 
 
A choice of CAPs versus lower case––can be far more serious. As in  
using one or the other for the first letter in god. The capital suggests–– 
what? A respect for other people's beliefs? Expressing your own  
belief? Or just following conventions. Lower case: expressing doubt,  
indifference, or the ultimate offense: blasphemy. It can also change 
a meaning, as in the difference between the truth & the Truth. 
 
   -------------------------- 
 
Document design specialist Janice Redish reports some interesting  
data on caps. For one thing, they take up almost 40% more space  
on a page. They also slow reading speed by 15% (which you may 



sometimes want). In an e-mail, people think you're shouting at them.  
Instead of words in all caps, she suggests using bold or color for  
email headings. 
 
Underlining. Good as a third-string differentiator. Otherwise,  
best to avoid in text. 
 
Quotation Marks. Best for satire, & of course for quoting people's 
words. But they do call attention to a word. BOF: Punctuation [V.9] 
 
Dashes & Ellipses. We’ll pick up on dash & ellipses, in Chapter  
5.9, on Punctuation. But they definitely plays a role as emphasizers. 
 
Other Typographic Symbols––including clip art––are more iconic  
than words; they picture an idea, and so are closer than words to  
the real thing. If iconic means it aids in remembering, then why not  
use them in our writing, as emphasizers. Which we've done here  
& there in Tools  (scissors & teddy bears, pretzels & boulders) 
 
The answer, of course, as in other barriers, lies in the conventions  
of the trade. It's part of the endless battle between tradition & logic. 
 
VERBAL EMPHASIZERS   
 
BOF: Transitions [VI.9]   
 
Repetition as Emphasizers. Repetition, as we've seen, and we'll 
see throughout the book, can really emphasize the message. 
 
There are lots of verbal ways of emphasizing information. Here are  
three: [i] stock phrases; [ii] mild imperatives; and [iii] rhetorical  
questions. Some stock phrases also serve as wonderful transitions  
between paragraphs: 
 
Stock Phrases: 
 
� The most important factor is... 
� The key to this is... 
� The crucial element/point is... 
•  Here is where it gets interesting. 
•  Here's the best part. 
•  It gets worse. 
•  If you think that's bad... 



•  That's the good news. 
•  And that's not the whole story. 
• And here's where the fun begins 
• The most extraordinary thing was yet to come. 
• This one’s too good to resist. 
 
Mild Imperatives: 
 
• See how it changes. 
• Don't forget to write. 
• Observe the reaction. 
• Ask them when they need it. 
• And don't forget... 
• Keep this in mind 
 
Rhetorical Questions: 
 
� What are some implications of this? For one thing... 
� Can we really assume that...? 
� Is it necessary to...? 
� What's the best way to...? 
• What’s the lesson to be learned? 
 
Compare these next two. They're both emphasizers. But the original  
version is more formal and academic, for something you want the  
reader to remember. And for such a dramatic topic––about the serial 
killer Jeffrey Dahmer: 
 
 Original: One must not forget that his parents noticed a  
 personality change after Dahmer’s hernia surgery at age 6. 
 
 Rewrite: Remember that his parents noticed a personality  
 change after Dahmer’s hernia surgery at age 6. 
 
INTENSIFIERS 
BOF: Sensitivity [II.2]. Intensity [II.5]. Paraphrase [III.11]. Contradiction [V.3].    
          Sentence Fragments [V.5]. Repetition [VIII.1] 
 
 
Think of intensifiers as words or phrases, or anything, that makes  
the message more powerful––that grabs the reader & shakes them. 
Here are a few examples from other chapters: 
 
• Sentence fragment (plus repetition): "There was nothing to be  
  done about it. Nothing at all."  
 
 • Repetition per se: "Usually it doesn't matter. But it can matter  
   a great deal––it's sometimes a matter of life and death." 



• Contradiction & Repetition: "I remember the way a Phantom pilot had talked  
  about how beautiful the surface-to-air missiles looked as they drifted up  
  toward his plane to kill him. (From Michael Herr's book on Vietnam) 
 
• Chapter 10.7 discusses how a written passage actually sounds to the ear.  
  The Chapter is called The Sound on the Page. To emphasize the idea,  
  I mentioned that "the phrase comes from author Ben Yagoda, and it cuts deep." 
   ----------------------------- 
A word of caution: Don't overdo them––using a lot of emphasizers too  
close together. Otherwise, people won't know what's important and  
what isn't. 
 
Warnings & Alarm Bells         
 
When you really feel the need to warn someone,  
you'll need something stronger. Think of those  
something strongers as Alarm Bells. Phrases like  
these: 
 
• It confirmed my worst fears. 
• The window of opportunity is closing. 
• The chance will be lost forever. 
• Time is running out/There's not much time left 
• The end of the road 
• If we don't act now... [I'd avoid "If you don't act  
  now..." Advertising killed the phrase by overusing it] 
• There's no place to hide. 
• He was at a spearpoint. 
• I hate to be the bearer of bad news. But the  
  audience is leaving the theater. 
• The handwriting is on the wall... 
• The worst-case scenario is... 
 
Here’s an example in context: 
 
 In America a glut of global savings, much of it from Asia,  
   flooded into the subprime housing market, with disastrous  
   results...even as a stronger dollar & the approach of higher  
   American interest rates dam the flood of cheap capital. Next  
   comes the reckoning. Some debt cycles end in crisis and  
   recession...   
 
 



          3.11  PARAPHRASING, SYNONYMS, & CLARIFIERS 
 
            Words are bottles. We fill them with our own meanings 
  
PARAPHRASING      
 
If you agree with the aphorism, you’ll want other ways of emphasizing––  
and clarifying–the material. A good technique is to state the information,  
then paraphrase it immediately after. In which case you might want to  
use a marker: 
 
� What I mean is... 
• What I'm saying/suggesting is... 
� In other words... 
• Putting it another way 
• Let me put it this way: 
� To be more exact...  
� Or rather... 
� More simply put... 
� that is/i.e., 
• That's a fancy way of saying... 
• The moral of the story is (also serves to introduce a summary) 
 
Or you might leave the paraphrase unmarked. Back in Part I,  
we used this phrase as a stand-alone, which I then paraphrased  
in the following paragraph: 
 
     The longest journey is from the head to the heart.  
  The return trip is much shorter 
 
 Connect with the heart, and the head will follow.  
 Ah, but how? There's the rub-a-dub-dub. There  
 are more ways than we think, and we'll be looking  
 at them throughout the book.  
 
In addition to emphasizing the thought, the paraphrase also  
connects the line to the paragraph that follows.  
   ------------------------ 
Paraphrasing has loads of uses. It's a powerful and versatile tool––for  
speaking, listening, and writing (plus being the stock-in-trade of  
psychiatrists). When your information is difficult or complex, consider  
paraphrasing it. As we’ve seen, paraphrase is also useful for defining.  



And even for summarizing, as in this first example: 
 
� [From a NY Times interview with Senator John McCain] I asked  
   McCain what Petraeus is up to these days. "Oh, he's off doing  
   that rehabbing thing. Speeches, teaching, maybe a book, that  
   kind of thing. You know, there are second acts in American politics." 
  
� Good governance in a country requires transparency; meaning  
   having clear laws and financial records that are easy to understand. 
 
� Packaging and advertising have a shorter life cycle in China than in  
   other countries. What I’m saying is: If you want to attract the Chinese  
   consumer, you need to change your packaging and advertising fairly often. 
 
� Logistics – or ways of delivering goods – can contribute as much  
   as  30-40% to the cost of a product. 
 
� To put it another way, this is as far as we can go. 
 
Another suggestion: Avoid long quotes in the text; especially from  
the same person. Paraphrase instead. Otherwise, the writing can  
sound like a high school term paper. If you need a long quote,  
separate it from the text, the way we've often done in Tools. 
 
 From Paraphrase to Elegance. First thoughts on paper often  
come out as raw material. You can take some part of that thought, &  
reshape it––paraphrase it––into something more elegant. For example: 
 
 Sitting quietly under a blanket, on the sofa, with your loved one  
 while she's knitting you some thick wooly socks. That's the quiet  
 magic: It's good to recognize it  
 
 --> It's good to put a name to it. 
 
 [From the NY Times Magazine cover story on Senator John McCain].  
 He (McCain) conveyed a sense that he didn't need or especially  
 want this job, but over the years be became a permanent fixture 
  
 ---> essential to the scenery. 
 
SYNONYMS 
 
Think of synonyms as a species of paraphrase––for words you use  
a lot. A case in point: we've used tons of examples in this little book.  
After a while, it dawned on us we've been asking you to look at this  



one, compare these two, consider this that & the other. So we  
needed to revise for just those kinds of words, instead of always  
saying: "Notice this." Notice that." "This example." "That example."  
I jotted down some rough synonyms, as a guide. Then simply used  
the computer's Find & Replace feature, and varied the terms: 
 
notice  see  observe  look at  Here are 
try  compare consider read  what about...? 
 
We've also spent a lot of time talking about speaking. So I stopped,  
and jotted down some synonyms or synonymish words for speaking;  
not all usable in the same place: speech, speaking, utterance, talk,  
real dialog, spoken language, palaver, conversation. 
 
    

Take the following sentence. The author of the manuscript uses  
the word individual till you're blue in the face. It not only becomes  
annoying; it's cold and impersonal. There's always a better way to say it: 
 
Original:     Research has shown how praise has a positive effect  
       on an individual’s motivation and behavior.  
 
Rewrite 1:  Research has shown how praise has a positive effect  
       on a person's motivation and behavior. 
 
Rewrite 2: Research has shown how praise has a positive effect  
      on our motivation. 
 
If you find you're using the same word or concept over & over...and 
over... Stop! And make a list of synonyms you can refer back to regularly,  
instead of having to scratch around every time the word comes up.  
That'll save you lots of time, and help you concentrate on the flow. 
Or go to the Thesaurus under the Tools menu of your computer. 
  
The concept of synonyms pops up everywhere. In Part VI, we'll be  
looking at links and transition words that also act as synonyms.  
Transition words are different ways of expressing a relationship  
(in addition, moreover, furthermore). 
 
 
 
 
 



CLARIFIERS 
 
BOF: Emphasizers [III.10]. Paraphrasing [III.11]. Definitions [IV.6]. Examples [VIII.2] 
 
Think of a clarifier as a word or phrase––even a visual––that helps  
the reader better understand something you've already mentioned.  
An example can serve as a clarifier; so can a definition. And of  
course, so can a paraphrase. 
 
When you have a long stretch of complex information, build in as  
many clarifiers as you think the material needs, to make it  
understandable. How can you tell if it’s unclear? Have someone  
read it—someone not familiar with the information—and ask them  
a few questions about the material. 
   •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Even more than when we speak: 
   
              What we write is not necessarily what people read 

The disconnect is probably responsible for more wars, divorces,  
and corporate disasters than any other reason. 
 
It's not surprising, when you consider that writing lacks those other  
communication channels that go along with speaking; like gesture,  
tone of voice, and getting feedback. How can we make up for them?  
With some, perhaps we can't. There's no way to capture gestures,  
in our writing. As for feedback, that comes more from social media  
these days–though you can invite feedback, with rhetorical-questionish  
phrases like: 
  
  You know what I'm saying? 
  
  It's a funny feeling, isn't it? 
   
We have better luck trying to capture someone's tone of voice––with  
punctuation; sometimes, with typography (italics, boldface, capitals,  
exclamation points). And we begin to see how much these seemingly  
minor features can influence your readers' understanding.  
   ------------------------- 
 
 
 



Here's an example from later in the book. Notice how the definition  
(in italics) clarifies the meaning of the word include: 
 
 There's a people component to just about anything you're  
 writing on...Where possible, try to include some of those  
 people. Include here––meaning a few details that bring  
 them alive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 3.12 DISCLAIMERS. SPECULATIONS & IMAGINARIES 
 
BOF: Probability: Hedging [IV.7]. It's People Stupid: Imaginary Dialog [VIII.6]    
DISCLAIMERS  
 
In his History of the World in 100 Objects, British Museum Director  
Neil MacGregor reflects:  
 
 It is sometimes...irresistible to speculate how  
 the great leaps forward in human object-making...  
 first occurred. So here is a very unscientific, very  
 unrespectable guess about one of the biggest 
 leaps of them all [from his Ch.10, on the invention of pottery] 
 
Linguists use the word hedging, to describe the process of "covering  
your bets;" a very common technique in scientific writing––where  
research often revolves around a hypothesis, that technically  
speaking, is nothing more than an educated guess. We'll dig into  
these things a little later, in “The Language of Quantifying.” But  
for now, think of disclaimers as phrases like: 
• I may be wrong... 
• I could be all wrong...  
• It may be far from the truth... 
• As I understand it... 
 
SPECULATIONS & IMAGINARIES 
 
BOF: Scenarios [VI.2]. It's People, Stupid; Imaginary Dialog [VIII.6] 
 
       Memory is at best an act of imagination 
 
To the extent that this true, then images, imaging––and imagining–– 
play a more important part in learning than we think. 
 
In his History of the World, MacGregor offers insights into the  
development of the human experience; insights gained from examining  
100 museum artifacts; some dating back 2 million years. A challenge  
that he calls Mission Impossible––since it can only be done with the  
use of imagining. 
 
 
 



The author has done a brilliant job here. And we don't need to go  
any further, to understand what can be done with the technique.  
Listen to a few quotes from the book: 
 
On the inferences we can make from these objects, he says:  
 These signals from the past––some reliable, 
 some conjectural––are unlike other evidence 
 we are likely to encounter... 
   
Building on the scientific evidence available: 
 
 We have to add to it a considerable leap of 
 imagination, returning the artifact to its former  
 life, engaging with it as generously...as we can,  
 in the hope of winning the insights it may deliver. 
 
And finally:  
 Since people without alphabets left no written  
 records, a history of the world told through objects  
 should therefore, with sufficient imagination, be  
 more equitable than one based solely on texts. 
 
As we'll see later, in our chapter on Dialog––Real & Imaginary––the  
technique can work in imagining what someone might have said.  
Like this one here: in a review of a book on the famous biographer  
James Boswell: 
 
 The Age of Reason, for Boswell, was the age of the  
 human, and that meant girls as much as sages. His  
 journals are so readable because they find the human  
 thing, as Henry James might have called it, in every  
 place that reason and desire come into conflict. 
 
As long as imaginings are labeled as such, we have no problem  
with them. It's when they have no basis in fact or contradict the  
facts, that we need to question them. Some imaginaries:  
• Imagine if/that...  
• Can you imagine what it would be like if...   
• Perhaps you’re thinking/wondering... 
• Think of how it might be/have been: 
• It could/might (well) be that... 
• Some believed that... 
• What if... 
• Picture... 
• Just think if... 
• Have you ever thought... 



  3.13  SHIFTING PLANES (Registers) 
 
BOF: [II.6] Elegance. [IV.2]. Informalisms [VIII.3]. Extension & 
Aphorisms 
 
Register is a term from rhetoric. Let’s use it here to refer to a particular  
level or style of writing, such as formal or informal, Elizabethan or modern,  
slang or cool. You sometimes find a little technique where a writer shifts  
from one register to another. Here’s a few examples. The first set is from  
an art history textbook; a fairy sophisticated topic for a fairly sophisticated  
audience. Notice the shift to cool words (in bold): 
 
• During the Baroque Period, the Roman Catholic Church succeeded  
  in changing her brand––from Luther’s ‘whore of Babylon’ to what the  
  papacy called a ‘beautiful bride resplendent for the union to Christ’.  
 
• When the plague took out half of the banks in Florence, Giovanni di Medici  
  and his family seized the opportunity to found a new and more powerful one. 
 
• Donatello briefly worked for Ghiberti on the doors of the church, but felt,  
  as Brunelleschi did, that this was a dead-end position. 
 

• The arrival of a Dominican monk named Savonarola changed the  
   game for Florence forever. 
 
Here’s another set, from the lead story in the NYT Magazine, on  
Senator John McCain, that uses a string of very informal, slangish,  
verbs throughout the article. Some people might find them jarring;  
others, cool: 
 
• He (McCain) often parks himself in the hallway of the Capitol. 
• He was recently busted in a photograph playing video poker  
   on his iPhone during a hearing on Syria.  
• One Tea Party guy hits McCain on immigration. 
 
      ••••••••••••••• 
 
Here's a suggestion: Keep a word list: special words and phrases  
that sing to you...that affected you in some way. They can be from  
any field, or any part of speech. Sooner or later, they'll find their  
way into your writing. 



Some Important Concepts from Part III 
 
Acronyms 
Alarm Bells 
Allusions 
Bon mots 
Clarifiers 
Coinings 
Cowboyisms 
Disclaimers 
Emphasizers 
Empty Verbs 
Euphemisms 
Folkwords 
Hi-Impact words 
Idioms 
Imaginaries 
Intensifiers 
King Jamesianisms 
Latinisms 
Mal mots 
Markers 
Overwriting 
Paraphrasing 
Sense verbs 
Shifting Planes 
Softeners 
Speculations 
Synonyms 
Texture 
Underwriting 
Variant Spellings 
Verbing 
Weakeners    
  
 




